
2001 +VAT Apple watch series 8 graphite stainless 
steel Milanese loop 41mm, MNJM3B/A, boxed

2002 +VAT Apple iPhone 14 plus in red, 256GB, 
model no. A2886, MQ573ZD/A, boxed

2003 +VAT Apple iPhone 15 pro in titanium blue, 
128GB, model no. A3102 MTV03ZD/A, boxed

2004 +VAT Marshall bluetooth Emberton 2 portable 
speaker

2005 Timex sailing tidal watch

2006 +VAT 2 pairs of Elle sunglasses in case together 
with a pair of Timberland sunglasses in case

2007 Sealed Raspberry Pi 4 model B

2008 Sealed Raspberry Pi 4 model B

2009 Sealed Raspberry Pi 4 model B

2010 Sealed Raspberry Pi 4 model B

2011 +VAT Pair of Sony wireless noise cancelling 
stereo headphones, model no. WH-CH720N, 
boxed

2012 +VAT Pair of Sony WHCH720N wireless noise 
cancelling headphones, boxed

2013 +VAT Sony WHCH 720N noise cancelling 
headphones

2014 +VAT Pair of Sony noise cancelling headphones 
in a box

2015 +VAT Unboxed MSI DS502 gaming headset

2016 +VAT Huawei band black smart watch

2017 +VAT Huawei band black smart watch

2018 +VAT Huawei band black smart watch

2019 +VAT Huawei band black smart watch

2020 +VAT Boxed pair of LG Tone Free enhanced 
active noise cancelling earbuds, boxed

2021 +VAT Boxed pair of Sony ear buds in lime green 
model no. YY2968

2022 +VAT Razer black Shark V2 pro wireless 
headset boxed

2023 +VAT Pair of J-Lab Epic Air sport ANC second 
generation true wireless ear buds, boxed

2024 +VAT Pair JBL link portable smart speakers, 
unboxed

2025 +VAT Apple watch sport band in black

2026 Apple iPad 9th generation 64GB model 
MK2K3B/A in space grey, boxed

2027 Apple iPhone model A1549 in box

2028 Apple iPhone model no. A1549 in box

2029 Apple iPhone model no. A1549 in box

2030 Apple iPhone model no. A1549 in a box

2031 Microsoft surface pro 7 with case and charger

2032 +VAT 5 Vonmahlen 3.0 chargers

2033 +VAT 5 JBL Harman portable bluetooth 
waterproof speakers

2034 +VAT 5 Vonmahlen 3.0 chargers

2035 +VAT 10 tripod selfi sticks

2036 +VAT 5 JBL Harman portable bluetooth, 
waterproof speakers

2037 +VAT 10 tripod selfie sticks

2038 +VAT 10 tripod selfie sticks

2039 +VAT 10 tripod selfie sticks

2040 +VAT 10 tripod selfie sticks

2041 Selection of vintage pocket calculators from 
Texas Instruments SR50A Casio FX 720P and a 
Sinclair Cambridge calculator

2042 +VAT HP Pavilion laptop with Intel Core i5-
1235U processor, 512GB solid state drive, 
16GB SD Ram, Windows 11, 15.6" display, 
silver, serial no. 15-EG2025NA with a box

2043 +VAT Lenovo Yoga Slim 7 laptop with intel i5-
1035g4 processor, 8 GB RAM, 156 GB Storage, 
Windows 11 and charger 
Serial no.: LR0DSAJ

2044 Selection of 5 NFL and NBA trading cards, all 
graded including signed cards and Flux cards

2045 XK Detect X380 drone cameras in boxes

2046 XK Detect X380 drone cameras in boxes

2047 +VAT Mankeel W7 electric underwater scooter, 
boxed

2048 Box containing various vinyl records including 
Led Zeppelin, Black Sabbath, Meatloaf, Saxon, 
etc

2049 Sinclair ZX Spectrum personal computer, boxed, 
48K, together with a Sinclair ZX micro drive, 
boxed, a Pro Tech joy stick interface, boxed and 
a joy stick and 4 Sinclair micro-drive cartridges 
in a case

2050 5 Lieutenant Connix Star Wars Funko Pop 
figures, boxed

2051 5 Lieutenant Connix Star Wars Funko Pop 
figures, boxed

2052 Psion series 3 parallel link, a Psion series 3 
serial link, Psion series 3 solid state disk, boxed 
and a Psion series 3A pocket organiser
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2053 Air rifle, no 59118

2054 BBC Master series micro computer AMB15 with 
assorted manuals and accessories, Acorn user 
and Beebug magazines and double density cifer 
6086 disk drive

2055 Epiphone Les Paul 100 electric guitar with case

2056 Royal Geographical Society world clock

2057 2 Harrods teddy bears - 2000/2007

2058 +VAT Steel 3 wheel model car along with 2 
figures made out of various nuts, bolts, etc

2059 Moorcroft candlestick holder

2060 Moorcroft vase with anemone pattern

2061 Moorcroft vase with anemone pattern

2062 Moorcroft vase with finches and fruit pattern

2063 Moorcroft jug with anemone pattern

2064 Moorcroft pose vase

2065 Moorcroft jug with floral decoration

2066 SMK air rifle

2067 Marinucci Pelanati accordion in box

2068 Boxed set of Tokyo Ghoul Vol.1-16 graphic 
novels

2069 +VAT Set of K Pop books and CDs: 2 x Ateez 
The World EP sets and book of BTS Beyond 
The Story

2070 'Inside Out: A Personal History of Pink Floyd' 
1/1000 signed edition by Nick Mason

2071 Selection of Native American plates, 
dreamcatchers, arrows, quiver and axe

2072 +VAT Chinese calligraphy set

2073 Half shelf non-fiction books

2074 Half shelf fiction and biography books

2075 Selection of Marvel, DC and other comics inc. 
XForce, Y The Last Man, Justice League etc.

2076 Box containing 8 copies of 'Beserk' Deluxe 
Edition by Kentaro Miura

2077 Box containing various Marvel Image and DC 
comics inc. Spawn, Star Wars, etc.

2078 Selection of comics and graphic novels

2079 Half shelf of non fiction books

2080 Half shelf of fiction and biography books

2081 Selection of reference books

2082 Half shelf of non fiction booksd

2083 Half shelf of fiction and biography books

2084 Half shelf of children's books

2085 Bag of vaping liquids

2086 Bag of vaping liquids

2087 Box containing 12 Cyclops armoured 
professional CCTV cameras

2088 Box containing 11 Cyclops armoured 
professional CCTV cameras

2089 +VAT Box of Skech protective phone cases

2090 +VAT Box of Skech protective phone cases

2091 +VAT Box of electricals inc. security camera, 
hard disc enclosures, phone cases etc.

2092 +VAT Box of electricals inc. headphones, 
keyboards, chargers etc.

2093 +VAT Bag containing Sharp Digital Universal 
Satellite LMBs

2094 +VAT Box containing various headphones

2095 +VAT Box containing various portable chargers

2096 +VAT Box containing dect phones

2097 +VAT HP Office Jet pro 8022E printer, unboxed

2098 +VAT Lexmark MB2236ADW printer

2099 +VAT Sanus Advanced tilt TV wall mount to fit 
42" - 90" TVs, model no. SL2 4-B2, boxed

2100 Box containing toner cartridges

2101 Canon Inkjet photo printer a

2102 +VAT Quantity of unboxed TV wall mounts

2103 +VAT HP Desk Jet 2720E printer, unboxed

2104 +VAT Brother MFCJ4335DW printer, boxed

2105 HP Envy photo 6230 printer, unboxed

2106 +VAT Box containing various toner cartridges

2107 +VAT HP Desk Jet 4120E printer, boxed

2108 +VAT 5 laptops and 6 tablets for spares and 
repair

2109 +VAT Brother MFCJ5335DW printer, boxed

2110 +VAT HP Officejet 6950 printer, boxed

2111 Epson Perfection 3200 photo printer

2112 +VAT HP printer, Model 7KW75A

2113 +VAT HP Laserjet P2305 printer, boxed

2114 KS Kitsound Flair universal rechargeable 
wireless mobile speaker with Bluetooth
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2115 Aperta wifi door station, boxed

2116 5 x 2TB hard drives, USB 3.0 with leads

2117 Sony portable DVD/CD player with charger

2118 7 x 256GB SSD drives with laptop rounds

2119 Huawei mobile phone with charger

2120 Yealink IP phone

2121 4 Apple ipads, unboxed

2122 2 boxed Mountson wall mounts for Sonos 
One/One SL. Play One

2123 Box containing 8 unboxed tables

2124 6 unboxed tables (for spares and repair - one 
cloud locked)

2125 Tempered glass 3D curved mobile phone 
protector

2126 +VAT Samsung Gear VR with controller

2127 Bga of Apple lightning and aux headphones

2128 Nintendo DS with 7 games incl. High School 
Musical and Hannah Montana

2129 Nintendo Game Boy advance

2130 Nintendo Gameboy

2131 +VAT 4 tins containing Pokemon trading cards

2132 2 magnetic mounting bases

2133 Nintento DS in case with games

2134 Samsung tablet SMT560

2135 Approx. 32 handsreee bluetooth car kits

2136 Boxed Sega Megadrive 2

2137 Boxed Sega Dreamcast

2138 Boxed Grandstand SD 07 TV games machine 
with joysticks

2139 +VAT Xbox 360 with controllers, power supply, 
and 13 games inc. COD 4, COD Ghosts, Need 
for Speed Carbon, Forza Motorsport, etc/

2140 Sony PS4 with 2 controllers, no charge cables

2141 Selection of PS2, PS3, Xbox 360, Nintendo DS 
and Wii games

2142 PS2, XBox, Sony PS1, and 2 voice recorders

2143 Sinclair ZX Spectrum Plus 3, 18k with floppy 
disc drive, Sinclair ZX Spectrum Plus, with 
power supplies, printer, and DK Tronics memory 
expansion pack

2144 Commodore Omega 600 Wild Weird and 
Wicked pack, boxed, with large quantity of 
Omega games on disc, manuals, etc.

2146 JVC camorder and folder containing various 
unboxed games

2147 Box containing various blurays and DVDs

2148 Box containing DVDs, CD,s and cassettes

2149 Box containing various CDs

2150 Apple ibook, 14" with keyboard, boxed Model 
A1007

2151 Box containing various CDs

2152 Box containing various electrics inc, mouse, 
headphones, speakers etc.

2153 +VAT Studio Creator 360 video maker kit

2154 +VAT Phigolf Home Golf simulator

2155 Boxed Durst Phototechnik M605 colour enlarger

2156 2 Symmetry M2150 alarm controller boards

2157 Bag containing various electrical items inc, 
drones, strip lights, electric toothbrushes etc.

2158 2 boxes containing DVD boxsets

2159 3 boxes containing DVDs

2160 Box containing various games and DVDs, plus 
Playstation magazines

2161 Nintendo Wii with controllers and game

2162 Box of bluray movies

2163 PS3 with controllers and power unit

2164 +VAT 2 Logitech keyboards, headphones etc.

2165 Lapotp cases in bag

2166 Peavey XR 684F stereo powered mixer with 2 
Peavey Pro 15 speakers on stands

2167 Technics Quartz Direct Drive turntable

2168 Reloop Professional direct drive turntable

2169 +VAT Box containing various guitar amps, 
pedals, etc.(8 total)

2170 Sony surround sound speaker system 
TASA500WR, includes sound bar, sub-woofer 
and speakers

2171 +VAT LG Xboom Go PN7 smart speaker, boxed

2172 Sony SACT80 soundbar and SSWCC80 sub 
woofer, with power lead

2173 LG Wireless Active sub woofer SPL8-W

2174 Sonos Beam soundbar
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2175 Phillips sound bar and sub-woofer

2176 +VAT Yamaha portable Grand DEX keyboard

2177 +VAT PSX 350 power amplifier

2178 Stageline 200W pro power amplifier

2179 +VAT Box containing 5 microphones

2180 +VAT Screen Pro 2 HD video switcher

2181 2 video entry systems

2182 Boxed 3D printer

2183 +VAT Box of phones for spares and repair

2184 +VAT Box containing phones for spares and 
repair

2185 +VAT Box containing phones for spares and 
repair

2186 +VAT Box containing blackberries and cases for 
spares and repair

2187 +VAT Box containing phones for spares and 
repairs

2188 Bontempi 105 electric chord organ

2189 +VAT Roland XP 80 workstation keyboard

2190 +VAT Casio CDS150 keyboard with stand

2191 +VAT 6 HP PCs for spares and repair

2192 5 laptops , unboxed

2193 Box containing various glasses and cases

2194 +VAT Box containing mobile routers

2195 +VAT Box containing Active Expression protein 
pads

2196 Mini Smart Scan drone camera and accessories, 
with Swann security system components

2197 +VAT Accurite electronic clock

2198 +VAT Box containing approx. 8 Logitech 
keyboards

2199 +VAT BT Smart Hub 2

2200 +VAT 5 boxed Lenovo keyboards

2201 Blaupunkt TV wall mount

2202 Lenovo laptop Model NMB-3

2203 HP laptop and Acer laptop with bag, for spares 
or repair

2204 Dell laptop Model JJ31MA01

2205 Hypa laptop Model HY001

2206 Hypa laptop Model HY001

2207 4 laptops and charger

2208 Sony 40" TV Model 40RE553 with stand and 
box (B9)

2209 +VAT Blaupunkt 24" LED TV Model 
BLA236/152R

2210 +VAT Toshiba 55" TV Model 55TL7A63DB with 
remote (R4)

2211 +VAT LG 55" TV Model 55UR73006lA with box 
(B19) and remote (R6)

2212 +VAT Sony Bravia OLED 65" TV Model XR-
65A80K with remote (R3)

2213 +VAT Vintage NCR 14 cash register

2214 Amstrad PCW8256 PC word processor with 
keyboard, monitor, built-in disc drive and printer, 
in box

2215 +VAT 2 cash boxes - no keys

2216 Panasonic 19" TV Model TX19LXD8 with 
remote

2217 Hitachi 22" TV Model L22VG07U

2218 Samsung 43" TV Model QE43ON90BAT with 
stand

2219 +VAT Dell Precision PC Model BMK785J

2220 +VAT Dell PC for spares or repair

2221 +VAT Gigabyte PC for spares or repair

2222 +VAT Lenovo Think Sensor - for spares or repair

2223 Sony 32" LCD TV Model KDL32R423A with 
stand and remote

2224 Panasonic 37" TV Model TX-L37D25BA with 
remote

2225 +VAT TCL 43" TV Model 43C645K with stand, 
box (B11) and remote (R7)

2226 +VAT Samsung 65" TV Model UE65CU7100 
with remote (R2)

2227 Samsung 55" TV Model UE55D8000

2228 Sony 32" TV Model KDL32U3000 with stand

2229 +VAT LG 70" TV Model 70YR80006LJ with 
stand and remote (R5)

2230 Samsung 40" TV Model UE40K550AK with 
stand and remote

2231 Sony Bravia 40" TV Model KDL40CX523 with 
stand

2232 Falcon acoustic guitar

2233 Fender acoustic guitar model DG2OS
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2234 Starmaker 4 string electric bass guitar in black 
and white

2235 Vintage Carlo Ricordo Spanish guitar in case

2236 +VAT Gear4music black saxophone

2237 Antique mandolin with case

2238 Violin and bow in case

2239 +VAT Violin and bow in case

2240 Violin and bow in case

2241 Violin and bow in case

2242 +VAT Violin and bow in case

2243 Violin and bow in case

2244 Samsung gravity stand in box

2245 Apple iMac model A1224

2246 Apple iMac model A1224 with power lead

2247 Apple iMac model A1224 with power lead

2248 Apple iMac A1224 with power lead

2249 Apple iMac model A1225 with power lead

2250 Apple iMac model A1225 with power lead

2251 Apple iMac serial number DKGX0NDDHJP with 
power lead

2252 +VAT Apple Mac Pro 1.1 3.0G Quad Core Intel 
Xeon

2253 4 Dell PC's and 4 monitors

2254 +VAT Box of various motherboards

2255 Box containing various maps including 1983 re-
print of Thomas Jeffrey map of Bedfordshire

2256 2x iiyama 23.8" monitors

2257 Lenovo PC model F0D5 with Ideacentre with 
power supply - serial MP1AYFJY

2258 Framed photo of the FIFA World Cup 1990 
England football team signed with COA

2259 Framed piece of Quibbler from the film Harry 
Potter and the Deathly Hallows Pt.1 with COA

2260 Vintage Jordan F1 jacket and hat pre-worn size 
M along with posters of various motor racing and 
touring car champions with signatures 
*UNVERIFIED*

2261 +VAT Bag containing various jewellery items

2262 Set of vintage football photographs

2263 Signed rugby shirt 'Fraser Dingwall' (unverified)

2264 Signed tennis ball 'Iga Swiqutea' with COA

2265 A leather cased Dolland, London three-draw 
telescope 
£40-60

2266 Box of Batman and Robin cards

2267 Bushnell scope

2268 3 boxes of cutlery and loose comemmorative 
spoons

2269 +VAT Selection of jewellery and watches

2270 Quantity of coins, pins, and cufflinks

2271 3 boxes of cutlery items

2272 Lucas Kalcia cadet cycle lamp

2273 Bag containing various watch straps and charge 
cables

2274 +VAT Seiko Kinetic watch in box

2275 Royal Crown Derby bone china tortoise

2276 Royal Crown Derby bone china crab

2277 Selection of watches in bag

2278 Edison automatic wrist watch in box

2279 Edison sub-dial mens wristwatch with black face 
and brown leather strap

2280 Set of Queen Victoria 2p blues, perforated and 
un-perforated

2281 Set of commemorative coins inc. 1953 QE2 5 
shilling coin, 1976 US Bicentennial dollar, 1977 
GB Silver Jubilee, Churchill 1965 crown, and 
1981 Charles & Diana coin

2283 2 Charles and Diana coins

2284 Selection of cutlery

2285 Jewellery box with contents

2286 Selection of collectibles inc. scissors, salt and 
pepper pots, knives etc.

2287 2 bags of jewellery

2288 +VAT Bag containing various jewellery

2289 +VAT Bag of various watches

2290 Selection of jewellery

2291 Bag of watches

2292 3 Cameo brooches

2293 Hallmarked silver pocket watch

2294 Ring and chain

2295 +VAT Bag of watches and jewellery items

2296 2 bags of jewellery items
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2297 +VAT Decorative book-style jewellery box

2298 4 Vols. pre-decimal stamps

2299 King George VI stamp album with stamps

2300 4 porcelain pigs

2301 (3) Stamp album, album of first day covers, 
coins, etc.

2302 Box and 2 cases of jewellery

2303 +VAT Box of various vintage stamps

2304 Edward VII and George VI and other stamps

2305 Selection of cigarette cards and pipes

2306 Selection of vintage stamps and cards

2307 6 Vols. The Popular Educator New Edition 1880 
Pub. Cassell, Peter, & Galpin

2308 Box containing various glasses

2309 Selection of vintage French novels

2310 Selection of 20 copies Archibald Finch & The 
Lost Witches by Guion

2311 Sealed copy of 'Making Architecture: The Work 
of John Mcaslan & Partners' Thames & Hudson

2312 Sealed copy of 'Making Architecture: The Work 
of John Mcaslan & Partners' Thames & Hudson

2313 Sealed copy of 'Making Architecture: The Work 
of John Mcaslan & Partners' Thames & Hudson

2314 (1) 3 folders of bank notes and various coins

2315 (4) 3 folders of bank notes and coins

2316 (6) 3 folders of bank notes and various coins

2317 Briefcase of various stamps, albums and 
postcards

2318 Box of various watches

2319 3 trays containing locomotives and carriages

2320 Dinky Toys Volkswagen KDF anti tank gun with 
packaging, Dinky Messerschmitt and Corgi 
Circus canon truck

2321 Dinky US Navy Phantom in box with Dinky rear 
dump truck and Dinky Toys Spitfire Mk. II

2322 Box containing OO locomotives, coaches, 
wagon and track

2324 Box of OO Hornby Dublo and Wrenn model 
railways

2325 3 boxes of Barbie toys

2326 2 boxes containing Model of Yesteryear vehicles 
in original boxes

2327 Bag containing various figures

2328 Bag containing various vehicles

2329 3 boxes and 1 tray of Makeblock mBot packs

2330 Box of various toys and games

2331 Box and 2 trays of model vehicles

2332 Box containing various model cars

2333 Box containing various model vehicles

2334 3 boxes of vintage Meccano

2335 Box of OO model railways, locomotives, 
coaches and wagons

2336 Box of OO locomotives, coaches and wagons

2337 5 boxes containing various model vehicles

2338 Box containing cam corders, Kobo reader, 
Kodak camera, Mephisto chess computer, 
remote controls, Barbie cassette player, etc.

2339 Bag containing various model vehicles

2340 2 boxes containing various model vehicles

2341 3 Scalextric sets

2342 Box containing various cameras, HP Print 
Centre, etc.

2343 Jessops TA600-50 Junior telescope

2344 +VAT Selection of tripod and music stand parts

2345 Vintage Voigtlander Bessamatic 35mm camera 
in case with lenses, original manuals, etc.

2346 Canon EO5650 camera in case with lenses and 
other accessories

2347 Pair of Binoprism no.5 7 x 50 binoculars

2348 Tacon microscope and Kodak Instamatic 28 
camera

2349 +VAT Sirius 2500 tripod

2350 Pair of Palar 8x40 binoculars in case

2351 Selection of vintage cameras - Kodak Brownie 
no.2 in case and Ilford Sports in a case signed 
Selfix and Perkeoi Voigtlander in box

2352 Johnson Exactum contact printer and dark room 
lamp

2353 Olympus OM10 camera

2354 4 Tokina camera lenses

2355 +VAT 2 pairs of binoculars in cases

2356 Velbon tripod

2357 JVC Newvicon cam corder

2358 Hanimex Zoom 8mm cine projector
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2359 Box containing various cameras

2360 Box containing cam corders

2361 +VAT Holdall containing various glasses, bags, 
etc.

2362 +VAT Box containing electricals incl. lights, 
cable, camera, headphones, etc.

2363 Benq DLP projector

2364 Sanyo Betacord video cassette recorder 
VTCM30

2365 Panasonic DVD recorder with freeview 
DMREX769

2366 Kenwood flush mount speaker

2367 JVC Everio hard disc camcorder

2368 Cam Derby disco light

2369 Spotlight

2370 Am-Pa1gn automatic and programmable 
observation system

2371 Panasonic DVD recorder DMRE85H

2372 +VAT Boss BR900 digital recording studio

2373 Vintage Tippo typewriter

2374 Panasonic DMR EX769 DVD recorder

2375 JVC RS33L stereo receiver, JVC RXD301 audio 
video control receiver, and Sony TASA300WR 
surround amplifier

2376 Panasonic DMREX85 DVD recorder

2377 Bush 9" portable DVD player

2378 Grundig GDV210A DVD VCD and CD player

2379 Bush micro CD component system and Pacific 
DVD compact disc player

2380 Prinz Magnon ZR projector along with reels and 
editing set

2381 +VAT Box containing various electrical items 
inc. luggage scale, chargers, cameras, DVR 
system etc.

2382 Panasonic MD system SAPM37MD with 
speakers

2383 Box containing car speakers

2384 Ferguson 3047B turntable

2385 Wabasto heater blower

2386 Nad stereo integrated amplifier C340

2387 JDW Slim record player

2388 Box containing Toshiba DVD player, Sky HD 
box, etc.

2389 5 speakers

2390 Yamaha AV receiver with Pro Curve networking 
system

2391 Alba music centre with speakers

2392 +VAT Box containing various cables etc.

2393 Realistic Radios hyper cam scanner

2394 Nextbase 512W dash cam with 32GB SD card

2395 Black Vue cloud dashcam DR650S-2CH with 
16GB SD card

2396 2 dash cams with chargers

2397 Selection of gaming consoles, adaptors etc.

2398 Yelleman HPS personal scope with leads and 
manual

2399 Samsung SPP220 digital photo printer

2400 Matthew Norman carriage clock in case

2401 +VAT Zoom 4 track portable recorder

2402 Selection of lighters incl. duck lighter and pen 
knives

2403 +VAT GeForce GTX960 graphics card

2404 +VAT Sony PXWFS7 broadcast 4K camera with 
battery unit

2405 2 horizontal fibre optic splice closures

2406 +VAT TP-Link 5 port gigabyte desktop POE plus 
switch

2407 Box containing records incl. Led Zeppelin, The 
Rolling Stones, The Beatles, etc.

2408 Selection of records incl. Cat Stevens, Sting, 
Fleetwood Mac, The Commodores, Donna 
Summer, etc.

2409 Meopla Openus 3 photo enlarger

2410 +VAT Selection of CDs and blu-rays

2411 +VAT Folder containing unboxed DVDs

2412 Pair of Leak speakers

2413 Pair of War speakers

2414 Mutant amplifier

2415 Blue box and 2 black crates of singles

2416 Box of singles

2417 4 cases of records (1 x albums, 3 x singles)

2418 6 boxes of vinyl singles
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2419 Box containing vinyl singles

2420 Box containing vinyl albums

2421 3 boxes containing various CDs

2422 +VAT Easy karaoke machine with mics

2423 +VAT Pair of TDI floor speakers

2424 Pair of Quad Electrostatic radiator speakers

2425 Panasonic plasma TV with stand

2426 +VAT Sony Direct Link stacked hifi system with 
speakers

2427 Marshall B150 bass state amplifier

2428 Sealed copy of the book, 'Armoured Core 6: 
Fires of Rubicon'

2429 Sealed copy of the book, 'Armoured Core 6: 
Fires of Rubicon'

2430 Sealed copy of the book, 'Armoured Core 6: 
Fires of Rubicon'

2431 +VAT Apple Mac Pro 2.1 3.0G 8 Core intel Xeon 
with 8gb RAM, 250GB HDD and box

2432 3 Pioneer CD players and 3 Pioneer speakers

3001 +VAT 19 X Ladies organic penguin socks 
various sizes

3002 +VAT 16 x Ladies organic penguin socks 
various sizes

3003 21 x Girls 2 pack fleece Tuff leggings various 
sizes

3004 21 x Girls fleece 2 pack Tuff leggings various 
sizes

3005 +VAT 12 x Womens Fila hoodie various sizes

3006 +VAT 12 x Womens Fila hoodies various sizes

3007 19 x Girls 2 pack fleece Tuff leggings various 
sizes

3008 +VAT 33 x Womens under armour tops various 
sizes

3009 +VAT 16 X Ladies organic penguin socks size 5 
to 9

3010 +VAT 18 x mens bundle ,jack wills ,penguin etc 
various sizes

3011 +VAT 13 x womens mixed bundle Fila orvis etc 
various sizes

3012 +VAT 21` x womens under armour tops various 
sizes

3013 +VAT 6 x mixed trainers Dnky Skechers Flojos 
various sizes

3014 24 x girls fleece Tuff fleece leggings various 
sizes

3015 24 x girls fleece Tuff fleece leggings various 
sizes

3016 24 x girls fleece Tuff fleece leggings various 
sizes

3017 24 x girls fleece Tuff fleece leggings various 
sizes

3018 24 x girls fleece Tuff fleece leggings various 
sizes

3019 25 x girls fleece Tuff fleece leggings various 
sizes

3020 +VAT 25 x Womens under armour tops various 
sizes

3021 +VAT 17 x womens mixed bundle Buffalo jeans 
,B C clothing etc

3022 +VAT 24 x womens hilary radley pull on leather 
pants various sizes

3023 +VAT 20 x womens hilary radley pull on leather 
pants various sizes

3024 +VAT 20 x womens hilary radley pull on leather 
pants various sizes

3025 +VAT 20 x womens hilary radley pull on leather 
pants various sizes

3026 +VAT 20 x womens hilary radley pull on leather 
pants various sizes

3027 +VAT 20 x womens hilary radley pull on leather 
pants various sizes

3028 +VAT 20 x womens hilary radley pull on leather 
pants various sizes

3029 +VAT 20 x womens hilary radley pull on leather 
pants various sizes

3030 +VAT 20 x womens hilary radley pull on leather 
pants various sizes

3031 +VAT 20 x womens hilary radley pull on leather 
pants various sizes

3032 +VAT 20 x womens hilary radley pull on leather 
pants various sizes

3033 +VAT 20 x womens hilary radley pull on leather 
pants various sizes

3034 +VAT 20 x womens hilary radley pull on leather 
pants various sizes

3035 +VAT 20 x womens hilary radley pull on leather 
pants various sizes

3036 +VAT 20 x womens hilary radley pull on leather 
pants various sizes
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3037 +VAT 20 x womens hilary radley pull on leather 
pants various sizes

3038 +VAT 20 x womens hilary radley pull on leather 
pants various sizes

3039 +VAT 19 x womens hilary radley pull on leather 
pants various sizes

3040 +VAT 34 x womens bundle, jezebel 
leggings,,lole bras, Dkny briefs various sizes

3041 +VAT 15 x mens mixed bundle ,Levis,ted 
baker,under armour ,Dnky etc various sizes

3042 13 X childrens mixed childrens bundle Levis, 
champion , eddie bauer etc variuos sizes

3043 +VAT 24 x womens mixed bundle ,skechers 
,mondetta ,buffalo etc various sizes

3044 +VAT 14 x mens mixed bundle,Dnky,Ted baker 
,Lee,etc various sizes

3045 +VAT 17 x womens mixed bundle ,skechers 
,karen neuburger mondetta ,ellesse,etc various 
sizes

3046 +VAT 18 x mens bundle of puma shorts various 
sizes

3047 +VAT 24 x men mixed bundle,farah, crew 
,tommy hilfiger ,penguin etc various sizes

3048 +VAT 7 x bath towels 
7 x bath towels long island ,grandeur various 
sizes

3049 +VAT 16 x mens mixed bundle,Levis ,chaps 
,jachs puma ,pringle etc various sizes

3050 +VAT 21 x womens bundle briefs and bras by 
carole hochman ,skechers ,elle, various sizes

3051 +VAT 8 x mens fleece jacket /tops berghaus

3052 +VAT 30 x mens rough dress tee shirts various 
sizes

3053 +VAT 20 x mens weatherproof shirts by vintange 
various sizes

3054 +VAT 20 x mens weatherproof shirts by vintage 
,various sizes

3055 +VAT 19 x mens mixed bundle english laundry 
,vintage,jachs ,puma, ted baker various sizes

3056 +VAT 6 x mixed bundle of trainers 
,skechers,puma various sizes 
6 x mixed bundle of trainers ,skechers and puma 
various sizes

3057 +VAT 22x womens dresses by mondetta various 
sizes

3058 +VAT 13 x womens mixed bundle.Andrew marc 
,32 heat ,ellen reyes,mondetta various sizes

3059 +VAT 14 x mens mixed bundle 
,orvis,dkny,flojos,crew chaps,kirkland,relay 
various sizes

3060 +VAT 16 x womens mixed bundle ,dnky,karen 
neuburger,hilary radley,mondetta various sizes

3061 +VAT 16x mens mixed bundle,penguin,puma 
,jachs,farah ,dnky etc various sizes

3062 +VAT 14x womens mixed bundle,dnky 
columbia.briggs ,ella moss ,jachs,karen 
neuburger various sizes

3063 +VAT 22x womens mondetta zip tops various 
sizes

3064 +VAT 27 x mens mixed bundle.slazenger 
,dkny,vintage,levis,orvis ,penguin

3065 +VAT 25 x womens mixed bundle,kirkland,32 
heat,jezabel,carole hochman ,fila,mondetta 
various sizes

3066 +VAT 18 x womens mixed bundle ,dnky ,andrew 
marc,lole,nautica mondetta ,various sizes

3067 +VAT 2 x large blankets

3068 12 x childrens mixed bundle jack wills 
,champiom ,gusti,tuff various sizes

3070 +VAT DeLonghi Eletta Explorer automatic coffee 
machine

3071 +VAT DeLonghi Dedica coffee grinder

3072 +VAT DeLonghi Dedica Arge espresso and 
cappuccino maker

3073 DeLonghi multi grill

3074 KitchenAid 4.3L standing mixer

3075 +VAT KitchenAid Mini 3.3L standing mixer

3076 +VAT Unboxed DeLonghi Dinamica coffee 
machine

3077 +VAT Unboxed Delonghi Magnifica Evo coffee 
machine

3078 +VAT Unboxed Delonghi Magnifica Evo coffee 
machine

3079 +VAT Circulon Xtreme non-stick cookware set

3080 +VAT Kenwood Multi Pro Express Way+ all in 1 
system food processor

3081 +VAT Kenwood Multi Pro Express Way+ all in 1 
system food processor

3082 +VAT Unboxed Vitamix blender

3083 +VAT Bag of sun readers

3084 +VAT Box of loose The Rock pots and pans
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3085 +VAT Box containing food containers, bin liners 
etc

3086 2 boxes containing approx. 96 per box of face 
washes

3087 +VAT Table lamp and 7 glazed mugs

3088 +VAT Bag of loose drinking bottles

3089 +VAT Bag of mixed items to include golf balls, 
Waterpik water flosser, cosmetics etc and 
cleaning detergent

3090 Sabatier expandable dish rack

3091 Boc containing approx. 100 envelopes plus 
approx. 1000 seeds packets and qty of Polypro 
bags

3092 Box containing 30 assorted A5 notebooks

3093 +VAT 5 Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryers

3094 +VAT 5 Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryers

3095 +VAT Tefal Oleoclean Pro fryer

3096 +VAT Tefal Oleoclean Pro fryer

3097 Tefal Oleoclean fryer

3098 10 loose digital Gourmia air fryers

3099 3 boxes containing approx.500 per box of 30x40 
mailing bags

3100 3 boxes containing approx.500 per box of 30x40 
mailing bags

3101 3 boxes containing approx.500 per box of 30x40 
mailing bags

3102 17 boxes containing Sellotape

3103 +VAT Bag containing wipes, toothbrushes, 
soaps etc

3104 +VAT Single/double basket air fryer

3105 +VAT Single/double basket air fryer

3106 +VAT Single/double basket air fryer

3107 +VAT Single/double basket air fyer

3108 +VAT Single/double basket air fryer

3109 +VAT Unboxed single/double basket air fryer

3110 +VAT Unboxed single/double basket air fryer

3111 +VAT Unboxed single/double basket air fryer

3112 +VAT 3 unboxed dual basket air fryers

3113 +VAT Instant Gourmia air fryer oven

3114 +VAT Instant Gourmia air fryer oven

3115 2 hand blenders

3116 Box of 12 heavy duty 9v-1 batteries

3117 +VAT Microlife blood pressure monitor

3118 +VAT Omron automatic upper arm blood 
pressure monitor

3119 Electric toothbrush

3120 +VAT Pulseroll mini massage gun

3121 +VAT 2 Cloon Keen scented candles

3122 +VAT 2 bread knives

3123 +VAT Space saving laundry basket

3124 Copper effect complimentary companion set to 
include shovel, brush, tongs, poker etc

3125 +VAT 3 unboxed dual basket air fryers

3126 Red tub containing various plates and other 
mixed kitchen ware

3127 Box of various electricals to include blood 
glucose monitoring systems etc together with 
bag of various books

3128 +VAT Qty of cleaning cloths

3129 +VAT Delonghi Magnifica Evo automatic coffee 
machine

3130 +VAT Nespresso Virtuo Pop Magimix coffee 
machine

3131 +VAT Nespresso Virtuo Pop Magimix coffee 
machine

3132 +VAT Nespresso Virtuo Pop Magimix coffee 
machine

3133 +VAT Nespresso Virtuo Pop Magimix coffee 
machine

3134 Gaggia deluxe coffee machine plus Lavazza 
espresso coffee machine

3135 +VAT Unboxed Sage barista express coffee 
machine

3136 +VAT Unboxed Melitta solo coffee machine

3137 +VAT Nutribullet blender with 2 attachments

3138 +VAT Braun multiquick 9 hand whisker

3139 +VAT Braun multiquick 9 hand whisker

3140 +VAT Steamer iron

3141 +VAT Box of black mugs

3142 Cool plate

3143 +VAT 2 salad spinners

3144 +VAT 2 Kilner glass clip top drinks dispensers

3145 +VAT 3 boxes of bowls
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3146 +VAT Box of flat pack packaging boxes

3147 +VAT Box of outdoor recycled mats

3148 +VAT Bath rug plus 2 hall runners

3149 Lot containing fish tank, plates, bowls, cutlery, 
crayons, flat pack side table etc

3150 Underbay of housewares

3151 +VAT Instant Pot Duo Multi Cooker and Air 
Fryer

3152 +VAT Braun Multi Quick 9 hand whisk

3153 +VAT Braun Multi Quick 9 hand whisk

3154 Cafe Dulce Gusto drop coffee machine

3155 +VAT Water Pik water flosser

3156 +VAT Unboxed Kenwood Easy soup maker

3157 300w twist and go blender

3158 2 George Foreman grills

3159 +VAT 3 Brita water filter jugs

3160 Tower digital steam generator iron

3161 Glove and hat dryer

3162 Compact steamer iron

3163 Grundig standing mixer with attachments

3164 Russell Hobbs bread maker and Bosch coffee 
machine

3165 +VAT Box of Magic bags and box of all purpose 
wine glasses

3166 +VAT 4 mixed coloured chopping boards

3167 +VAT 5x 1600W steam irons

3168 +VAT Philips steamer iron

3169 +VAT Double walled glass mug set, stackable 
tumblers, jug set etc

3170 Panasonic cordless steam iron

3171 +VAT Paella pan

3172 +VAT Paella pan

3173 +VAT Box of mixed assorted kitchenware

3174 +VAT Rug plus 3 outdoor mats

3175 +VAT Lot containing material, seat cushions, 
stationery filers etc

3176 Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3177 +VAT Box of Carlsberg pint glasses

3178 +VAT Box of files

3179 +VAT White bread maker

3180 +VAT Jones sewing machine with pedal

3181 +VAT Zwilling vacuum starter set

3182 +VAT 6x 3 piece canister sets

3183 +VAT Echo cater electric shaver

3184 +VAT InstantPot Gourmet crisp and air fryer

3185 2 hand blenders, hand mixer, Soda Siphon etc

3186 Le Creuset casserole pot

3187 +VAT SodaStream sparkling water maker

3188 +VAT Stainless steel mixing bowl set plus 3 
colanders

3189 900 series NutriBullet

3190 +VAT Kenwood multi pro compact food 
processor

3191 +VAT KitchenAid compact dish drying rack

3192 +VAT Box of stackable shoe boxes and 
organisers

3193 +VAT Box of Olympia bowls

3194 +VAT Buffalo standing mixer with attachments

3195 Lot containing Tefal cooker, Nespresso coffee 
machine and other mixed items

3196 BBQ pizza oven

3197 +VAT Box of various notebooks

3198 +VAT Samsung Jet 75E vacuum cleaner with 
pole, head, charger, attachments and battery

3199 +VAT Samsung Jet 75E vacuum cleaner with 
pole, head, charger, attachments and battery

3200 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 Series cordless stick 
vacuum cleaner with pole, head, battery, 
charger and attachments

3201 +VAT Samsung Bespoke Jet cordless vacuum 
cleaner with pole, head, attachments, charger 
(no battery)

3202 +VAT Handheld Dyson V8 vacuum cleaner with 
pole, head, battery, charger and attachments

3203 +VAT Samsung Bespoke Jet vacuum cleaner 
with pole, head and battery (no charger or 
attachments)

3204 Vax cordless vacuum cleaner with pole, head 
and charger

3205 Handheld Dyson D6 Animal with pole and head 
(no charger or attachments)

3206 Shark corded stick anti hair wrap vacuum 
cleaner
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3207 Shark corded stick anti hair wrap vacuum 
cleaner

3208 +VAT Bissell spot clean pro heat carpet and 
upholstery cleaner

3209 +VAT Bissell spot clean pro heat carpet and 
upholstery cleaner

3210 +VAT Bissell spot clean pro heat carpet and 
upholstery cleaner

3211 +VAT Bissell spot clean pro heat carpet and 
upholstery cleaner

3212 +VAT Two table top fans

3213 +VAT Threesixty 2 heater

3214 +VAT Threesixty 2 heater

3215 Air fresh high velocity fan

3216 +VAT Meaco pedestal air circulating fan

3217 +VAT Meaco pedestal air circulating fan

3218 Steam cleaner

3219 +VAT Steam mop

3220 +VAT Shark Duo clean anti hair wrap plus 
vacuum cleaner with charger and attachments

3221 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pipe 
and pole

3222 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pipe 
and pole

3223 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pipe 
and pole

3224 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with box

3225 +VAT Henry micro vacuum cleaner with box

3226 +VAT Henry 160 vacuum cleaner with box

3227 Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pipe and pole

3228 Two bags of vacuum cleaner bags

3229 +VAT Bag of various Henry vacuum cleaner 
accessories

3230 +VAT Upright GTech AirRam with charger

3231 Corded Beldray vacuum cleaner with 
accessories

3232 +VAT Bag containing Samsung and Dyson 
vacuum cleaner accessories

3233 +VAT Ten tubs of various cleaning detergent

3234 Aircraft Powerglide cordless hard floor cleaner 
plus a Flash mop

3235 +VAT Shark Duo clean anti hair wrap vacuum 
cleaner

3236 Upright Bush vacuum cleaner

3237 +VAT Upright Dyson Animal vacuum cleaner

3238 Upright Dyson vacuum cleaner

3239 Vax Platinum smart wash carpet cleaner

3240 +VAT Upright Black and Decker cordless 
vacuum cleaner with charger

3241 +VAT Vibra 3in1 fan

3242 +VAT Vibra 3in1 fan

3243 Sainsbury steam mop

3244 Pond vac

3245 Two pedestal fans

3246 +VAT Box of loose Shark steam mops

3247 +VAT Box of assorted children's toys

3248 +VAT Large pallet of various household ware to 
include toys etc

3249 Box of assorted food to include crackers and 
sauces

3250 +VAT Box of mixed cosmetics

3251 Two boxes of mixed books

3252 +VAT Stairgate

3253 Dalitone head massager and restorer

3254 +VAT Globber kids helmet

3255 Six Badr Al Oud eau de parfum 100ml

3256 Six Badr Al Oud eau de parfum 100ml

3257 Five Maison de Paris Blanc edition eau de 
parfum 100ml

3258 Six Black Button eau de parfum 100ml

3259 +VAT Six piece Joseph Joseph knife set

3260 Five piece Damascus steel knife set

3261 2 x Dickoron knife sharpeners

3262 +VAT Three piece Rock hard shelled suitcase 
set

3263 +VAT Large hard shelled dark blue suitcase

3264 +VAT Large hard shelled grey suitcase

3265 +VAT Everest three piece fabric suitcase set

3266 +VAT Everest three piece fabric suitcase set

3267 Large hard shelled Samsonite suitcase with box

3268 +VAT Two piece hard shelled suitcase set

3269 +VAT Large hard shelled Samsonite suitcase
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3270 +VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3271 +VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3272 Large hard shelled Samsonite suitcase in box

3273 +VAT 2 piece hard shelled Samsonite suitcase 
set

3274 +VAT Large hard shelled Samsonite suitcase

3275 +VAT Two piece hard shelled Samsonite 
suitcase set

3276 +VAT Two piece hard shelled Samsonite 
suitcase set

3277 +VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3278 +VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3279 +VAT Large hard shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3280 Large hard shelled American Tourister suitcase

3281 Large hard shelled American Tourister suitcase

3282 +VAT Igloo max cold roller cooler box

3283 +VAT Titan arctic zone backpack

3284 +VAT Titan arctic zone backpack

3285 +VAT Titan arctic zone roller cooler bag

3286 Two Jacpack 15l cooler bags

3287 Abus adult cycling helmet in large plus an Abus 
kids helmet in medium

3288 +VAT Large quantity of loose pillows

3289 Lilo and Stitch tshirts, ladies slipper socks etc

3290 +VAT Box of microwaveable 500ml containers

3291 +VAT Box of H2O drinking bottles

3292 Five blood glucose and blood pressure monitors

3293 Six boxes of bubble wrap mailing bags

3294 Pair of girls pink Kubistar shoes and a pair of 
girls pink boots

3295 Quantity of mixed denim jeans to include Only 
and Sons

3296 +VAT Box of till roll

3297 Three boxes of Adventuridge bluetooth speaker 
lamps

3298 +VAT Heated mattress cover

3299 +VAT Two boxes of white gloves

3300 +VAT Box of L plates

3301 Two tubs of Cadbury instant hot chocolate

3302 +VAT Two armchair cushions

3303 +VAT Dreamland electric blanket

3304 +VAT Dreamland electric blanket

3305 +VAT Dreamland electric blanket

3306 Quantity of long dresses inc. size M and L

3307 Box of mesh sports T-shirts (18 size S and 18 in 
size L etc)

3308 approx 18 ladies lace dresses in white size 3XL

3309 4 bags of clothing inc. dresses, zipped hooded 
jackets etc

3310 4 boxes of Wax melts

3311 Box of green mesh sports tops, full-zipped 
hooded jackets etc

3312 Box of full zipped hooded jackets plus My Dress 
Room full zipped hooded jackets

3313 +VAT Box of die cast collection showcases

3314 3 boxes of mixed clothing inc. lace dresses, 
tops, hooded jackets, red t-shirts etc

3315 Box of approx 13 Vbiger neck warmers

3316 Box of approx 16 grey scarves

3317 3 boxes of face and neck sheet masks

3318 +VAT Box of Safeline hands free set, wireless 
routers etc

3319 Bag of mixed items inc. shoe polish, repellers, 
etc

3320 +VAT Stack of black storage crates

3321 Bag of Carol Hotchman 2 piece lounge sets

3322 Box of mixed items inc. sink drying rack, fancy 
dress etc

3323 +VAT Roller duffle bag plus quantity of other 
bags

3324 Bag of TY soft cuddly toys

3325 +VAT 2 medium size hard shelled suitcases

3326 Bag of various shavers, toothbrushes etc

3327 Box of wax melts, Christmas sets , batteries etc

3328 Bag of quantity of wild jasmine and daisy wax 
melts

3329 Bag of 6 grey full zipped hoodies

3330 Bag containing various ladies shoes etc
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3331 +VAT 2 Panda London memory foam bamboo 
pillows

3332 +VAT Large box of various stationery

3333 6 trays of mixed household ware

3334 +VAT Box of Force Air warming covers and box 
of sterile disposable goggles

3335 2 boxes of various household ware inc. filter 
bags, various skipping ropes, etc

3336 Box of fancy dress

3337 Stool, bag and box of mixed bags, kitchenware, 
etc

3338 +VAT Quantity of multipurpose labels and 2 
boxes of A4 printing paper

3339 +VAT Box of bedspreads

3340 Box of tape measures

3341 +VAT False leg

3342 +VAT Box of English Breakfast tea bags

3343 +VAT Pulse Roll vibrating massage gun

3344 +VAT Box of quantity of Impact Whey protein

3345 +VAT 6 Karlsson wall clocks

3346 Cordless massage gun and a touch gel 
massager

3347 +VAT 2 picture frames

3348 +VAT 2 umbrellas

3349 2 large rolls of material

3350 +VAT Joseph Joseph 90L easy empty laundry 
basket

3351 Bag of scarab Egyptian cotton t-shirts

3352 Bag of scarab Egyptian cotton t-shirts

3353 Bag of scarab Egyptian cotton t-shirts

3354 +VAT Heated blankets x3 plugs x 2

3355 Bag of blue sports bags

3356 Bag of blue sports bags

3357 +VAT Bag of outdoor waterproof cushions

3358 +VAT Stack of grey plastic bins

3359 Tray of Jezebel babies underwear

3360 Tray of Jezebel babies underwear

3361 +VAT Delsey Paris roller duffle suitcase

3362 +VAT Delsey Paris roller duffle suitcase

3363 +VAT Massage chair

3364 +VAT 2 large quantities of Jocca Wood cleaning 
and spirit vinegar

3365 +VAT Large quantity of various cleaning 
detergent

3366 +VAT Stack of various size storage boxes

3367 +VAT Box of bubble juices

3368 +VAT Box of Spiraloo twisty activity toys

3369 +VAT Box of white round table covers, box of 
examination gloves and some z-fold hand towels

3370 +VAT Massager

3371 Box of rolls of bubblewrap

3372 +VAT Box of leg braces

3373 +VAT Pack of toilet roll

3374 Home shredder plus a box of safety alarms, 
alarm clock, kettle etc

3375 +VAT Quantity of Jocca Wood spirit vinegar and 
cleaner

3376 Box of black and silver cooler bags

3377 +VAT Silvercross high booster car seat

3378 +VAT Joie high booster car seat

3379 +VAT Joie pushchair

3380 +VAT Travel cot

3381 Bag of various mats

3382 +VAT Box of cricket leg guards

3383 5 mixed style suitcases

3384 +VAT Ab trainer

3385 +VAT Tub of Bees Farm whey protein plus Pre-
workout and Advance night time formula

3386 +VAT Quickplay dumbell set

3387 +VAT Box of Frenzied hemp seed

3388 Max Strength power bag

3389 +VAT 2 10kg weight plates

3390 +VAT 3 Everlast kettle bells

3391 +VAT Quantity of various weight plates

3392 Hands Up ab trainer

3393 +VAT Horizon fitness electric treadmill

3394 +VAT Weider weight bench

3395 Arm and leg trainer

3396 Max Health fitness board

3397 +VAT Max Health fitness board
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3398 +VAT Max Health fitness board

3399 Max Health fitness board

3400 Max Health fitness board

3401 Max Health fitness board

3402 Rowing machine

3403 Prestige Sports small electric treadmill

3404 2 red sledges

3405 +VAT Furreal interactive toy

3406 Kinder Egg display stand

3407 +VAT Audi ride on electric car

3408 +VAT Lamborghini push along car

3409 +VAT Squishamals, swing ball set, 2 pools etc

3410 Box of gel pens and some Paw Patrol stationery 
sets

3411 Pink car child's guitar plus Little Chef Classic 
play kitchen

3412 +VAT Rapid wave rebounder

3413 Approx. 12 trays of misc. household items

3414 +VAT 3 boxes of Rainbow High fashion packs

3415 Skateboard, Fortnite bags etc.

3416 Tray containing Up Words game, emergency 
escape kit etc

3417 +VAT Childs boxed wooden playset

3418 +VAT Wilson tennis racket

3419 2 sparring pads, skipping rope etc.

3420 +VAT Lunar baby lifesize doll

3421 +VAT Net1 regulation netball system

3422 Box of various Nerf guns

3423 2 bags containing cricket pads, gloves etc.

3424 +VAT Act throwing board

3425 Quantity of various games to include Monopoly, 
Family Fortunes etc.

3426 +VAT British Heart Foundation medical training 
pack in bag

3427 +VAT 3 portable Lifetime 32" impact basketball 
systems

3428 +VAT Box of house boules

3429 Bag of approx 1200 play balls

3430 +VAT Womens mixed bundle various sizes x 21

3431 Weighted blanket

3432 +VAT Boxed pairs of Puma, DKNY and 
Skechers trainers

3433 Boxed pair of Timberland safety shoes, 10.5

3434 Boxed pair of Michael Kors trainers

3435 Boxed pair of Weinbrenner shoes

3436 2 boxed pairs of Vans trainers

3437 Boxed pair of Reebok running trainers, 6.5

3438 Pair of PLDM shoes plus a pair of Azulado 
shoes

3439 The North Face children's reversible jacket in 
black / grey size large (hanging)

3440 3 Rue De Femme dresses in blue

3441 Single-door Beko freezer

3442 +VAT Bosch single-door fridge

3443 LG fridge freezer

3444 Doughnut maker's cart

3445 Miele tumble-dryer

3446 +VAT Panasonic microwave oven

3447 +VAT Unboxed Panasonic microwave

3448 +VAT Unboxed Panasonic microwave

3449 Miele single-door integrated oven

3450 Tabletop England fridge

3451 +VAT 3 mini hard-shelled suitcases

3452 Mini hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase

3453 Approx. 19 boxes of gold vintage-style desk 
lamps

3454 Box of Funko Pop figurines and t-shirts; Harry 
Potter and Star Wars

3455 Box of Rhino double-sided tape

3456 5 trays of misc. household items

3457 +VAT 3 x Nuhr Rose & Oud parfum

3458 +VAT 3 x Tommy Hilfiger 'Tommy' edt 200ml

3459 +VAT 3 x Tommy Hilfiger 'Tommy' edt 200ml

3460 +VAT Calvin Klein Eternity for Women Air edp 
100ml & Eternity Moment edp 100ml

3461 +VAT Chanel Bleu parfum 100ml

3462 +VAT Chanel No. 5 edp 100ml

3463 +VAT Chanel No. 5 edp 100ml

3464 +VAT Chanel No. 5 edp 100ml
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3465 +VAT Dolce & Gabbana Light Blue edt 100ml & 
L'Imperatrice edt 100ml

3466 +VAT Penhaligon's The Favourite edp 100ml

3467 +VAT Penguin perfume 100ml plus Dolo 
perfume 100ml

3468 Incense waterfall

3469 +VAT Bag of Zeta West food supplements

3470 +VAT VitalBaby Advanced Pro 3-in-1 UV 
steriliser plus a VitalBaby FlexiCon electric 
breast pump

3471 Samurai Japan triple-hardened knife set

3472 Samurai Japan triple-hardened knife set

3473 +VAT Womens zip tops by mondetta various 
sizes x15

3474 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing

3475 +VAT Coffee pods & coffee beans including 
Dolce Gusto, Grind, Tassimo etc together with 
Yerba Mate & Yorkshire teas

3476 +VAT 3 boxes of 12 x 500ml bottles of Neue 
Artesia natural mineral water

3477 +VAT Boxed pair of men's Loake leather 
brogues, burgundy, UK 9

3478 +VAT Selection of mostly Yerba Mate tea

3479 +VAT Osprey Rook 65 backpack

3480 +VAT Bed linen.duvets and bed cover various 
sizes

3481 +VAT Selection of sofa protection covers and 
cushion

3482 +VAT Parasol cover, garden waste bags, sun 
lounger cushion and garden hoe

3483 +VAT Ocean Saver dishwasher tablets, Aerosol 
dispensers, Set of 3 candlesticks, Love My 
Roses. Printable vinyl sticker paper, swing 
mirror and wallpaper

3484 +VAT Mens lounge set various sizes x 12

3485 +VAT Pack of 12 Pot Noodles, Curry Night gift 
set, Surreal high protein cereals, Lemon & Lime 
juices and quantity of salt

3486 Pallet of mxed mens and womens clothing

3501 +VAT Boxed pair of U.S Polo Assn trainers, 
white/navy/red, UK 8 + Boxed pair of Mountain 
Warehouse hiking boots, black, UK 8 (2)

3502 +VAT Pair of ladies Puma trainers, cream/pink, 
UK 6 + Boxed pair of ladies Dune flats, 
black/gold, UK 6 + Boxed pair of Superga 
trainers, white canvas, UK 3 (3)

3503 +VAT Pair of men's Hawes and Curtis suede 
loafer, brown, UK 10.5

3504 +VAT Pair of ladies Dr. Martens shoes, black, 
UK 5

3505 +VAT Pair of Asics trainers, white/green, UK 3

3506 +VAT Boxed pair of ladies Asics trainers, 
white/pink/blue, UK 7.5

3507 +VAT Boxed pair of ladies Asics trainers, 
white/purple, UK 6.5

3508 +VAT Boxed pair of ladies Rocket Originals 
wedge heels, blue, UK 5

3509 +VAT Boxed pair of ladies Rocket Originals 
wedge heels, olive green, UK 5

3510 +VAT Boxed pair of ladies Vivaia heels, light 
brown, EU 38.5

3511 +VAT Boxed pair of Sam Edelman loafers, 
black, UK 9

3512 +VAT Boxed pair of Off White trainers, 
white/beige, EU 36

3513 +VAT Boxed pair of men's Oliver Sweeney 
trainers, brow, UK 12

3514 +VAT Boxed pair of men's Babolat trainers, 
grey/yellow/white, UK 9

3515 +VAT Boxed pair of Grubs short wellingtons, 
black/green, UK 9

3516 +VAT Boxed pair of Magnum Uniform boots, 
black, UK 12

3517 +VAT Boxed pair of ladies New Balance 
trainers, silver/pink, UK 7

3518 +VAT Boxed pair of New Balance trainers, 
navy/white, UK 8.5

3519 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma golf trainers, 
grey/white, UK 9

3520 +VAT Boxed pair of Puma trainers with studs, 
blue/yellow, UK 10

3521 Boxed pair of junior Nike Air Jordan 1, 
black/white/mint green, UK 3.5

3522 +VAT Boxed pair of Nike Air Force 1's, white, 
UK 8.5

3523 +VAT Boxed pair of Nike Dunk Low trainers, 
white/brown, UK 5

3524 Boxed pair of junior Adidas trainers, black/white, 
UK 5

3525 +VAT 9 pairs of ladies ankle boots of various 
styles and sizes, includes- Bellucci, Graceland + 
Hotter
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3526 32 pairs of kids/junior shoes of various styles 
and sizes, includes- Crocs, Michael Kors + Nike

3527 +VAT 6 pairs of outdoor shoes of various styles 
and sizes, new and used, includes- Regatta, 
Vass + Festival

3528 +VAT 10 pairs of ladies slippers of various styles 
and sizes, includes- Oliver Sweeney, The 
Slipper Company + Bedroom Athletics

3529 +VAT 9 pairs of ladies boots of various styles 
and sizes, includes- Simply Be, J.D .Williams + 
Lilley

3530 +VAT 17 pairs of ladies sandals and flip flops of 
various styles and sizes, includes- Simply Be, 
Quiz + Moda

3531 +VAT 16 pairs of ladies shoes of various styles 
and sizes, includes- River Island, Lilley + 
Reebok

3532 +VAT 9 pairs of men's shoes of various styles 
and sizes, includes- Birkenstock + Primark

3533 +VAT 16 pairs of ladies heels of various styles 
and sizes, includes- Carvela, Zara + Bershka

3534 +VAT 7 pairs of Crocs of various styles and 
sizes

3535 Boxed pair of Dewalt steel toe work boots, 
brown, UK 10 + Pair of Dewalt steel toe work 
boots, tan, UK 11 (2)

3536 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3537 +VAT All Saints leather jacket in black size 
medium (hanging)

3538 +VAT Selection of designer accessories to 
include Fitflop, Trapstar, Rains, etc

3539 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Adidas, Under Armour, etc

3540 +VAT Selection of various bags

3541 +VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's 
underwear

3542 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

3543 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Levi, 
Moss, Outsidein, etc

3544 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Tommy 
Hilfiger, Billionaire Boy's Club, Crew Clothing 
Company, etc

3545 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Phase 
Eight, Lace & Beads, Disturbia, etc

3546 +VAT Selection of clothing to include 
Anthropologie, Free People. White Stuff and 
Karen Millen

3547 +VAT Selection of Represent clothing

3548 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3549 +VAT Vendula London woodland rabbits revel 
evening bag with dust bag

3550 +VAT Selection of TA/LA and Gym Shark 
sportswear

3551 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Lulu Lemon, Sweaty Betty, etc

3552 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

3553 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Never 
Fully Dressed, Disturbia, Kaffe, etc

3554 +VAT Selection of Karen Millen clothing

3555 +VAT Selection of Karen Millen clothing

3556 +VAT Selection of Boden clothing

3557 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Levi, 
Carhartt, Lacoste, etc

3558 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Crew 
Clothing Company, Sister Seekers, Casa 
Blanca, etc

3559 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3560 +VAT Selection of Gym Shark sportswear

3561 +VAT Selection of Gym Shark sportswear

3562 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Adidas, Arne, etc

3563 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing

3564 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

3565 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

3566 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Oodie, Fat 
Face, Boss, etc

3567 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Hobbs, 
Mars the Label, Mint Velvet, etc

3568 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Jigsaw, 
Mistal, Regatta Outdoors, etc

3569 +VAT Selection of Represent and Sister 
Seekers clothing

3570 +VAT Selection of Boden clothing
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3571 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3572 +VAT O'Neal baja motorcross racing jacket in 
black no size label (hanging)

3573 +VAT Selection of designer accessories to 
include Radley, Gym Shark, Lulu Lemon, Karen 
Millen, etc

3574 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Sweaty Betty, TA/LA, etc

3575 +VAT Selection of mixed paired socks

3576 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing

3577 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

3578 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Boden, 
Reiss, Wild Clouds, etc

3579 +VAT Selection of Mars the Label and Club 
London clothing

3580 +VAT Selection of Karen Millen and Never Fully 
Dressed clothing

3581 +VAT Selection of Represent clothing

3582 +VAT Selection of clothing to include NoBody's 
Child, Crew Clothing, Only, etc

3583 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Lucy & 
Yak, Phase Eight, Fat Face, etc

3584 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3585 +VAT Irregular Choice flick flack kettle red rose 
handbag

3586 +VAT Selection of Gym Shark sportswear

3587 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Adidas, Under Armour, etc

3588 +VAT Selection of various bags

3589 +VAT Selection of various accessories

3590 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

3591 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Phase 
Eight, Chi Chi London, Oasis, etc

3592 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Oliver 
Bonas, Passenger, Oodie, etc

3593 +VAT 3x Karen Millen dresses all size 8

3594 +VAT Selection of Boden clothing

3595 +VAT Selection of SikSilk clothing

3596 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Gant., 
Levi, Ralph Lauren, etc

3597 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3598 +VAT Michael Kors long length coat in navy size 
small (hanging)

3599 +VAT Roka London canfield backpack, bond 
canvas bag and chelsea small bag all in sage 
green

3600 +VAT Selection of Gym Shark sportswear

3601 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Adias, etc

3602 +VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's 
underwear

3603 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Arket, 
COS, G-Raw, etc

3604 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Karen 
Millen, Lucy & Yak, Warehouse, etc

3605 +VAT Selection of Cider clothing

3606 +VAT Selection of Sister Seekers clothing

3607 +VAT Selection of Boden clothing

3608 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Pink, Moss 
and Charles Tyrwhitt

3609 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3610 +VAT Barbour reelin wax jacket in black size 
large (hanging)

3611 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Gym 
Shark, Sweaty Betty, TA/LA and Alphalete

3612 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Adidas, Arne, etc

3613 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing

3614 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

3615 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Levi's, 
Jack & Jones, Spoke, etc

3616 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Mint 
Velvet, Lucy & Yak, COS, etc

3617 +VAT Selection of Weekend Offender and 
Marshal Artist clothing

3618 +VAT Selection of Boden and Mars the Label 
clothing

3619 +VAT Selection of Sister Seekers clothing

3620 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3621 +VAT Bottega Veneta gilet in green size small 
(hanging)
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3622 +VAT Finisterre skybird jacket in amber size 10 
(hanging)

3623 +VAT Selection of Gym Shark and TA/LA 
sportswear

3624 +VAT Selection of Sweaty Betty and Adanola 
sportswear

3625 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Reebok, Under Armour, etc

3626 +VAT Selection of Adidas sportswear

3627 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing

3628 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

3629 +VAT Selection of Zara & Sister Companies 
clothing

3630 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Mr. Marvis, 
Crew Clothing, True Religion, etc

3631 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Mint 
Velvet, Distubria, Never Fully Dressed, etc

3632 +VAT Selection of clothing to include & Other 
Stories, Sea Salt Cornwall, NoBody's Child, etc

3633 +VAT 4x Pairs of Hugo Boss men's swim shorts 
sizes 2XL and L

3634 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3635 +VAT Bow and Arrow equestrian horse zebra 
print fly rug and mask set 5-0

3636 +VAT Selection of Gym Shark, Sweaty Betty 
and TA/LA sportswear

3637 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Adidas, etc

3638 +VAT Selection of various hats

3639 +VAT Selection of various bags

3640 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Jack & 
Jones, & Sons, Only, etc

3641 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Another 
Girl, Albaray, Boden, etc

3642 +VAT Selection of clothing to include NoBody's 
Child, Lavish Alice, Fat Face, etc

4001 (MW55 UAZ) Mini One CVT 3-door hatchback in 
yellow, 1598cc petrol, CVT (continuously 
variable transmission), first registered 
02/12/2005, mileage 64,581, MOT until 
13/06/2025, 5 former keepers, V5 present, 5 
service stamps, 2 keys, HPI checked, Cat. S 
insurance claim - structural 11/01/22

4002 (EF57 UET) Fiat Panda Dynamic 360 hatchback 
in black, 1242cc petrol, first registered 
07/12/2007, showing approx. 90,200 miles, 
MOT to 06/03/2025, alloy wheels, tinted 
windows, stainless steel exhaust, 4 former 
keepers, recent service history, 2 keys, HPI 
clear, V5 present

4021 Raleigh Stratos blue road bike

4023 +VAT Bianchi SL3 light alloy black racing bike

4024 Muddy Fox Anarchy 300 black mountain bike

4025 Ammaco Countach silver mountain bike

4026 Giant Rock Aluxx 6000 series butted tubing red 
and black mountain bike

4027 +VAT Apollo Hybrid Sport Interger blue and 
white mountain bike

4028 Raleigh white folding bike

4029 Ammaco City Sport black town bike

4030 BUSBI firefly electric scooter

4031 One speed folding tricycle with shopping basket 
on the back

4032 Town bike in red

4033 Carrera Falcon W.Spec white mountain bike

4034 Bantu blue mountain bike

4035 Giant AXT 980 pro series red mountain bike

4036 Raleigh Kompact folding bike in silver

4037 Raleigh Ikea folding blue shopper-style bike

4038 Carrera Subway black mountain bike

4039 Vintage Raleigh black town bike

4040 Vintage Raleigh town bike

4041 Raleigh ATB Maverick yellow and white town 
bike

4042 Sirius blue and yellow tandem bike

4043 +VAT Schwinn white childrens mountain bike

4044 Vintage Raleigh butchers bike

4045 Childrens engine powered quad bike

4046 Childrens electric quad bike with charger

4047 Small square pine garden planter

4048 Large rectangular pine planter

4049 Large rectangular pine planter

4050 Large rectangular pine planter

4051 Gilera TG1 125cc motorbike
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4052 Vintage Honda bike

4053 2 wheel cycle trailer

4054 Falcon 385 single seater kayak with paddles

4055 3x theatre stage lights with stands

4056 Wicker basket and a metal cage basket

4057 18x solar garden lanterns

4060 Electric Qualcast strimmer and 1 Flymo Neatrim 
ST electric strimmer

4061 Honda UMK 425 E petrol brush cutter with 
harness

4062 +VAT Bosch cordless strimmer with 2x batteries 
and charger

4063 Husqvarna 323RJ petrol strimmer

4064 Mountfield petrol hedge cutter, a Lawnflite petrol 
strimmer, an electric Black & Decker chainsaw

4065 Mitsubishi TU26 petrol telescopic hedge trimmer

4066 Macalister petrol chainsaw

4067 Partner K750 5100rpm petrol disc cutter

4068 Hyundai HYBC5200X brush cutter with strimmer 
attachment and harness

4069 Marunaka petrol hedge cutter

4070 Petrol leaf blower

4071 Foldup fabric dog cage

4072 4x assorted garden chairs, garden furniture 
cushions

4073 Box containing qty. of profile 2000 ltd eco low 
voltage fixed downlights

4074 Box containing a number of Qualcast battery 
chargers and batteries with other assorted 
batteries and chargers, with 3x boxes of external 
wall mounted spotlights

4075 +VAT Underbay of assorted garden tooling, 
cleaning supplies and one K'Archer jet washer

4076 Galvanised wheelbarrow with a small selection 
of garden tools

4077 Large qty. of garden tools to include shovels, 
pickaxes, axes, rakes, hydraulic trolley jack etc.

4078 Junior wooden sandpit in box

4079 Ryobi AC power electric leaf blower and vacuum

4080 Galvanised wheelbarrow

4081 Fold up black dog cage

4082 Metal round garden table

4083 2x rattan effect garden chairs with cushions

4086 2x directors style garden chairs

4087 1x small terrarium and some fish tank 
accessories

4088 Selection of assorted garden forks

4089 1 plastic lamp post along with 1 boxed Eriksson 
intergrated LED post light

4090 +VAT Roll of rose roofing shed felt

4091 +VAT Havana club plastic shop sign

4092 +VAT Bermuda solar water feature

4093 +VAT Bag of multi purpose compost and one 
box containing 10x ornamental scroll garden 
brackets

4094 +VAT Box containing 15x bottles of Uncle Tom's 
rose tonic for healthy roses

4095 +VAT Kent & Stowe shovel and fork, 2x sets of 
loppers, 1 bottle of Miracle Gro all purpose 
concentrate liquid and one Gardena hose 
attachment, Evergreen ceramic LED lantern set, 
and 1x Evergreen silver LED branch set

4096 2x Garden hose reels

4097 Fish tank with an assortment of accessories

4098 2x Gardena hose attachments, with 2x bags of 
Westland aftercut all-in-one Autumn lawnfeed 
and moss killer

4099 Plastic crate containing porch lights

4100 +VAT 7x containers of Ronseal waterproof 
decking protector

4101 +VAT 1x large container of Courtcare for 
artificial grass surfaces, with 1x bag of white salt 
for deicing

4102 +VAT 1x Gardena wall mounted hose and reel

4103 Tray of assorted Petunias

4104 Tray of assorted Petunias

4105 Tray of assorted Petunias

4106 Tray of assorted Petunias

4107 2x trays of Busy Lizzies

4108 +VAT Vango Combi IR grill

4109 +VAT Vango Combi IR grill

4110 3 boxed Glo-Globes

4111 Folding dog cage

4112 +VAT Qty of garden parasols
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4113 Qty of interior and exterior lighting

4114 +VAT Interior ceiling light

4115 +VAT Vango Combi IR grill

4116 +VAT Street Runner Dart children's scooter

4117 +VAT 2x cycle wheels

4118 6x vintage bulkhead lights

4119 2x potted Fuchsia

4120 2x potted Fuchsia

4121 2x potted Fuchsia

4122 Tray of mixed plants to include; Verbena, 
Geraniums, Bacopa, etc.

4123 Tray of mixed plants to include; Verbena, 
Brachyscome and Mepeta etc.

4124 Tray of mixed plants to include; Verbena, 
Brachyscome and Mepeta etc.

4125 Tray of Begonias

4126 Tray of mixed plants inc. Dianthus, Alpine, 
Lupins, etc.

4127 Tray of mixed plants inc. Dianthus, Alpine, 
Lupins, etc.

4128 Tray of mixed plants inc. Lythrum, Dianthus, 
Alyssum, etc.

4129 Tray of mixed plants to include; Lupins, 
Hollyhock, Pretticoats Peach, etc.

4130 2x trays of Busy Lizzies

4131 2x trays of Busy Lizzies

4132 2x trays of Marigolds

4133 2x trays of Marigolds

4134 2x trays of Marigolds

4135 Tray of Ivy Geraniums, Decora Pink

4136 Tray of Ivy Geraniums, Decora Pink

4137 Tray of mixed Geraniums

4138 Tray of mixed Geraniums

4139 Box containing a qty. of exterior garden lighting

4140 +VAT Bag containing garden string lights

4141 Bag containing a qty. of Ultimate Performance 
Aire Ultimate Race/Bike hydration backpacks

4142 Box containing a qty. of tools to include garden 
loppers, bolt croppers, hammers, etc.

4143 Magnusson garden shovel

4146 4 metal garden chairs

4147 +VAT Agio Large rectangular garden table with 
6 matching chairs

4148 Glass topped small garden table with 2 mesh 
backed chairs

4149 Glass topped rattan garden table with 2 rattan 
garden chairs

4150 2 metal interior chairs

4151 Wooden slatted garden chair with footstool

4152 L shaped metal garden sofa with cushions

4153 +VAT 3 mesh back garden chairs

4154 Square metal garden table along with 2 plastic 
chairs

4155 Glass topped square garden table with 2 mesh 
back chairs

4156 Circular metal table with 3 rattan effect chairs

4157 Oval rattan effect glass topped table with 2 
single seater chairs and one 2 seater sofa

4158 Charcoal barbeque

4159 Masterbuilt 36 Charcoal grill parts

4160 +VAT Large Magnolia Susan

4161 +VAT Large Trachycarpus palm

4162 +VAT Trachycarphus palm

4163 +VAT Phoenix palm

4164 +VAT Phoenix palm

4165 +VAT Potted Camellia Pink

4166 +VAT Potted Camellia Pink

4167 +VAT Abutilon

4168 +VAT Abutilon

4169 +VAT Abutilon

4170 +VAT Abutilon

4171 +VAT Jasmine

4172 +VAT Jasmine

4173 +VAT Jasmine

4174 +VAT Jasmine

4175 +VAT Azalia

4176 +VAT Azalia

4177 +VAT Azalia

4178 +VAT Azalia

4179 +VAT Azalia

4180 +VAT Azalia
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4181 +VAT Wisteria Sinensis

4182 +VAT Wisteria Sinensis

4183 +VAT Wisteria Sinensis

4184 +VAT Wisteria Sinensis

4185 +VAT Small Olive tree

4186 +VAT Small Olive tree

4187 +VAT Passiflora Passion flower

4188 +VAT Passiflora Passion flower

4189 +VAT Passiflora Passion flower

4190 +VAT Passiflora Passion flower

4191 +VAT Pittsporum

4192 +VAT Pittsporum

4193 +VAT Paeonia Peony

4194 +VAT Paeonia Peony

4195 +VAT Paeonia Peony

4196 +VAT Paeonia Peony

4197 +VAT Paeonia Peony

4198 +VAT Paeonia Peony

4199 +VAT Paeonia Peony

4200 +VAT Paeonia Peony

4201 +VAT Mandevilla Sundavill

4202 +VAT Mandevilla Sundavill

4203 +VAT Mandevilla Sundavill

4204 2 potted hardy Geraniums

4205 2 potted hardy Geraniums

4206 2 potted hardy Geraniums

4207 2 potted hardy Geraniums

4208 2 potted hardy Geraniums

4209 Leucanthemum

4210 Leucanthemum

4211 Leucanthemum

4212 Leucanthemum

4213 Leucanthemum

4214 2 potted Rosemary

4215 2 potted Rosemary

4216 2 potted Rosemary

4217 2 potted Penstemon

4218 2 potted Penstemon

4219 2 potted Penstemon

4220 2 potted Penstemon

4221 2 Sonix Primestar 66 215/60R17

4222 4 19" Volkswagen alloy wheels with assorted 
tyres

4223 4 18" alloy wheels with assorted tyres

4224 +VAT Seasons Sentry garden parasol

4225 Large garden parasol

4226 Fixman Professional site lamp on tripod stand

4227 +VAT 2 Vanguards roof rack safe

4228 +VAT 2 boxed 18" alloy wheels

4229 +VAT Outdoor living sun lounger in box

4230 +VAT Vango fold up camping bench set

4231 Small square pine garden planter

4232 Small square pine garden planter

4233 Small square pine garden planter

4234 Small square pine garden planter

4235 Small square pine garden planter

4236 Pair of stone garden planters

4237 Large chimney pot planter

4238 Qty of garden chimney planters

4239 Double cage locker

4240 1x large terracotta planter and 6 x smaller pots

4241 Large stone bird bath

4242 Garden water feature and a square stone plant 
pot

4243 Assortment of concrete garden pots and a 
statue

4244 1x Aluminium pop-up decorators stand, 1x 
workmate workbench, etc.

4245 Wooden slatted bench with cast iron ends

4246 Large rectangular teak garden table with 8x 
chairs

4247 Mosaic style garden table with 2x matching 
chairs

4248 Large rectangular garden table with 5x matching 
chairs

4249 2x garden sun loungers with cushions
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4250 1x concrete bird bath and 1x concrete statue of 
a lady

4251 Approximately 7x willow fan trellises

4252 4-wheel trolley with cage sides

4253 2-wheel garden trolley

4254 Assortment of garden plant pots and 1x 
terracotta water feature

4255 +VAT Four shelf rack

4256 +VAT 3x welded steel racks

4257 Quantity of wrought iron fence panels

4258 Ingersoll-Rand compressor model 242

4259 Hoffmann Geodyna28 wheel balancer

4260 Pallet containing qty of wood, furniture parts, 
and wood veneers

4261 Small pallet of bricks and breezeblocks

4262 Compass Connoisseur 400/2 - 2 Berth Caravan

4263 Pallet containing a qty of porcelain tiles

4264 Pallet containing an assortment of pond pumps

4265 2x buckets containing a qty of terracotta tiles

4266 2x pallets of relief Albero mineral stone tiles

4267 Large qty of timber sleepers

4268 A roll of red tubing

4269 Approx. 10x timber decking boards, approx. 6m 
in length

4270 +VAT 1x welded steel blue trolley, no board

4271 2 racking style work benches together with a 
locker (no key)

4272 Large green oil container

4273 Small green oil container

4274 Pallet containing a large qty of terracotta roof 
tiles

4275 Pallet containing trailer drop-down side panels

4276 4x scaffold boards

4277 Ifor Williams 16' x 6' 3500kg car trailer with hand 
winch and ramps

4278 Assortment of pallet racking, measurements 
approx. 4.43m x 2.7m

4279 Large assortment of pallet racking to include 
uprights, crossbeams and chipboard shelving, 
measurements approx. 6m x 3.3m and 4.5m x 
3.3m

4280 2x pallets containing a qty of pallet safety feet

4281 Pallet containing a qty of metal pallet racking 
shelving

4282 1x single bay of blue/orange racking with 
shelving

4283 Pallet containing approx. 19 ply sheets

4284 Pallet containing approx 6x ply sheets

4285 Approx. 26x sheets of chipboard

4286 Car trailer, approx dimensions 3.75m x 1.9m

4287 4x metal filing cabinets filled with an assortment 
of tools, paints, etc.

4288 Pallet of assorted items to include lightbulbs, 
tools, fixings, etc.

4289 Pallet of assorted plumbing fixings

4290 Pallet containing assorted items to include 
plumbing fixings, copper pipe, etc.

4291 Pallet of assorted items to include external 
lighting, hinges, locks, screws, etc.

4292 Pallet containing a large qty assorted nails

4293 Pallets containing large qty of plastic storage 
boxes

4294 Pallets containing large qty of plastic storage 
boxes

4295 Pallets containing large qty of plastic storage 
boxes

4296 Pallets containing large qty of plastic storage 
boxes

4297 +VAT Large metal site box, no key

4298 +VAT Large metal site box, no key

4299 +VAT Large metal site box, no key

4300 2x sheets MDF board and 2x sheets ply

4301 1x all-terrain T/AKO2 31x10.50 R15 LT109S tyre

4302 Large plaster relief

4303 Plastic garden ornament of a lady holding fruit

4304 4x lead stainless steel windows

4305 Large concrete garden pot on plinth

4306 Pair of large concrete statues of a lion holding a 
shield

4307 +VAT Large Pieris Mountain Fire

4308 +VAT Large Pieris Mountain Fire

4309 +VAT Acer Palamatum Emperor One

4310 +VAT Extra large Pheonix palm

4311 +VAT Extra large Pheonix palm
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4312 +VAT Luna Glamlaem Gold

4313 +VAT Luna Glamlaem Gold

4314 +VAT Box ball

4315 +VAT Box ball

4316 +VAT Pieris Flaming Silver

4317 +VAT Large Olive tree

4318 +VAT Large Olive tree

4319 +VAT Large Olive tree

4320 Cast iron log burner with flue

4321 Victorian cast iron fire insert with pine surround

4322 +VAT Ficus Lyrata artificial plant

4323 Reflex Perception single seater kayak

4324 Orange single seater kayak

4325 +VAT Leather car seat

4326 4x BCX Europa 99 Crown cross country skis

4327 +VAT 2x KV Future walking sticks with 1x 
Superstroke Flatso 2.0 XL golf putter etc

4328 +VAT 4x Sealey air mattresses

4329 +VAT Approx 13 horse riding whips

4330 +VAT Inflatable kayak with pump and paddles

4331 +VAT Sklz Launch Practice golf pad with 3 
Kirkland irons and a Kirkland Signature 
adjustable driver (RH)

4332 +VAT Set of Mizuno golf irons

4333 3x assorted golf clubs to include Ben Sawyers, 
Swingmaster, etc.

4334 Assorted golf balls to include Callaway, Strixon, 
Wilson, etc.

4335 +VAT Box containing gazebo parts

4336 2x tents

4337 Airedale 4 Freedom Trial tent

4338 2x camping chairs

4339 Core Equipment 6 person tent

4340 +VAT 2x Core Equipment hybrid sleeping bags

4341 Gazebo

4342 2 plastic beer barrels

4343 4-wheeled trolley with a qty of wooden trays and 
plastic plant pots

4344 +VAT Coleman Easy One-Push eaved shelter

4345 +VAT Easyglide Compact golf trolley

4346 Macgregor golf bag with selection of Macgregor 
clubs

4347 Fold up dog cage

4348 PVC door with 2 glass panels and frame and 
key

4349 PVC door with 2 glass panels and frame and 
key together with 2 glass side panels

4350 Double sided set of aluminium steps

4351 6 trench shovels

4352 +VAT 2 Youngman aluminium decorator's steps

4353 Double set of aluminium ladders

4354 Approx.31 Catnic strong hold high quality 
stainless steel wall connectors

4355 +VAT Large box containing qty of Noma Flex 
pipe lagging

4356 +VAT 3 shop display stands on wheels and 2 
folding poster swing signs

4357 +VAT 2 aluminium ladders

4358 +VAT Life and Spin rotary clothes line

4359 2 aluminium stepladders and 1 Youngman pop 
up aluminium decorators stand

4360 3 aluminium step ladders

4361 3 aluminium step ladders

4362 Velux window 55cm x 98cm

4363 Velux window 55cm x 98cm

4364 Clow aluminium stepladder

4365 Vintage sack barrow

4366 Vintage sack barrow

4367 Bosch Pro Silence 36v cordless lawn mower 
with box, battery and charger

4368 Honda rotary push power lawn mower with box

4369 John Deer R54RKB rotary self propelled lawn 
mower with box

4370 +VAT Cobra EG600V rotary self propelled lawn 
mower with box

4371 Atco cylinder lawn mower with box

4372 Danarm rotary push power lawn mower with no 
box

4373 Mountfield 460HP rotary push power lawn 
mower - no box

4374 Hayter Harrier rotary push power lawn mower 
with box
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4375 WOLF-Garten electric scarifier

4376 McCulloch M53-625CMDW rotary self propelled 
lawn mower with box

4377 Lawnsman 14 cylinder lawn mower with box

4378 Atco Royale B24 cylinder mower with box

4379 Qualcast Panther 30 push lawn mower - no box

4380 +VAT Mountfield S421RHP rotary push powered 
mower with box

4381 +VAT Al-Ko silver 51BR rotary self-propelled 
lawn mower with box

4382 Hayter Harrier 41 rotary self-propelled lawn 
mower - no box

4383 McAllister rotary push power lawn mower with 
box

4384 Stiga Combi 125 electric quick flip park pro ride 
on tractor mower type P901PH

4385 Toro 267 hydro wheel horse tractor mower

4386 Kubota HST T1600H ride on tractor mower

4387 Lawnflite model 9930015HP.40" cut ride on 
tractor mower

4388 Gardenmaster shredder with Honda 9HP engine

4389 Pallet containing assortment of motorbike and 
car parts

4390 Pallet containing assortment of motorbike and 
car parts

4391 Petrol powered bump-a-car

4392 Petrol powered bump-a-car

4393 Large roll of bubble wrap

4394 Small roll of bubble wrap

4395 Large roll of clear bubble wrap

4396 Large roll of clear bubble wrap

4397 Stack of flat pack cardboard boxes and 1 box of 
postage packaging packs

4398 Stack of flat pack cardboard boxes and 1 box of 
postage packaging packs

4399 Stack of flat pack cardboard boxes and 1 box of 
postage packaging packs

4400 +VAT Small roll of clear bubble wrap

4401 +VAT Roll of wood/laminate underlay, 1 roll of 
Thermo Liner V3 5m roll, 1 toilet cistern etc

4402 +VAT Fire rated downlights

4404 +VAT Box containing assortment of dual shaver 
sockets along with 2 boxes of Stratasys 3D 
printing filament, 1 box of Stratasys 3D printing 
trays etc

4405 Assortment of Hansgrohe bathroom taps

4406 2 boxes of Westwood tiles

4408 +VAT Box containing Kenale networking CCTV 
cable

4409 Floating edge illuminating bathroom mirror

4410 +VAT Grow Vitalio Joy 260 shower cistern with 
1 kitchen mixer tap

4411 Bathroom porcelain sink with toilet and cistern

4412 3 bathroom sinks

4413 +VAT Porcelain toilet with toilet seat

4414 +VAT Reginox boiler tap (wrong box)

4415 Leo CCT LED polycarbonate bollard

4416 Victoria Plumb toilet with toilet seat and cistern

4417 Box containing an assortment of plumbing 
fixings

4418 Two kitchen taps with one small stainless steel 
sink

4419 Two stainless steel sinks

4420 Two blue bathroom vanity units (no sink)

4421 +VAT Racking parts

4422 +VAT Roll of Rhino Pro membrane

4423 Project EV floor stand for electric car chargers

4424 Double-sided set of aluminium steps

4425 Double-sided set of aluminium steps

4426 Double-sided set of aluminium steps

4427 Bisley locker (no key)

4428 Gun safe with key

4429 Two pedestals

4430 Two slide storage cabinets

4431 6 mesh-back lumbar support office chairs

4432 +VAT 2 wood effect filing cabinets

4433 Metal office 3-drawer filing cabinet

4434 Server cabinet with keys

4435 Three boxes containing an assortment of 
envelopes, paper, fans and a footstool

4436 +VAT 3 shredders
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4437 Two metal office pedestals

4438 +VAT Three Lifetime lightweight pop up tables

4439 10 black office chairs

4440 +VAT Leather effect bar stool

4441 Two leather effect bar stools

4442 +VAT Pallet containing an assortment of items 
to include decking stain, banding, car seat 
covers, rat traps etc

4443 Large pallet containing an assortment of 
packaging materials

4444 Large pallet containing Sleepy hand and face 
wet wipes

4445 Three shell plastic swivel chairs

4446 Leather effect office chair

4447 4 purple office chairs

4448 Pallet containing an assortment of printers, 
mice, keyboards etc

4449 Large pallet containing an assortment of 
cleaning supplies to include wipes, toilet roll etc

4450 Large pallet containing an assortment of printer 
cartridges

4451 Large pallet containing an assortment of paper

4452 Royal maximum security micro cut shredder

4453 Pallet containing an assortment of plastic 
storage boxes

4454 Large pallet containing an assortment of 
packaging materials

4455 Mesh back office chair

4456 Five Samsonite plastic stacking chairs

4457 Heavy duty metal plate

4458 Vintage set of potato scales

4459 Gallenkanp vacuum oven

4460 Edmolift electric lifting aid

4461 Mobile banding dispenser

4462 +VAT Hallgate electric car charging bollard

4463 *Withdrawn*

4464 Clarke strong arm 4-wheel trolley

4465 Drum of cable

4466 +VAT Hofmann Megaplan 2016 tyre changing 
machine

4467 +VAT Clarke receiver mounted petrol powered 
compressor on stand

4468 +VAT Cheetah air tyre bead seater

4469 +VAT Wheel balancing machine

4470 +VAT Champion Power Equipment petrol 
pressure washer (2600psi)

4471 +VAT Champion Power Equipment petrol 
pressure washer (2600psi)

4472 +VAT Champion Power Equipment petrol 
pressure washer (2600psi)

4473 Zippie electric wheelchair

4474 Vintage sack cart with hessian sacks

4475 Welded steel table

4476 Raglan Engineering Littlejohn lathe

4477 Three 4-drawer metal filing cabinets containing 
assorted tools inc. chisels, planes, routers, 
hammers etc.

4478 Pair of aluminium ramps

4479 Scratch-built barrow

4480 Zippie electric wheelchair

4481 +VAT Arcan 2750 XL car jack

4482 Gas heater

4483 Nutool 14-3 wheel band saw

4484 Aflatek air compressor

4485 +VAT Clarke receiver mounted electric air 
compressor

4486 +VAT Keetona 3ft treadle operated guillotine

4487 Myford Super 7 lathe

4488 Warco Economy milling machine

4489 High Lift pump truck, 500kg

4490 +VAT Switzer motorcycle repair lift

4491 2 Norse Professional SK90 pressure washers

4492 Karcher jet wash

4493 +VAT Bradbury Model WC5301 tyre changing 
machine, (02/2022)

4494 Sealey Super Mig power welder

4495 4-wheel trolley with assorted of tools inc, 
spanners, clamps, drill bits, bench grinder etc.

4496 JCB mitre saw on stand

4497 Table saw

4498 +VAT Bradbury WC5521i wheel balancing 
machine
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4499 +VAT Pallet containing assortment of tyre inner 
tubes

4500 PSA Bar receiver-mounted diesel compressor 
with Power-Tek Weld full sine wave power 
generator, with weld and battery boost, Model 
PT2003, inc. gauges

4501 +VAT Sealey trolley jack

4502 +VAT Sealey trolley jack

4503 +VAT Winntec trolley jack

4504 +VAT Draper trolley jack

4505 +VAT Sealey trolley jack

4506 +VAT Sealey trolley jack

4507 Brother industrial sewing machine

4508 +VAT Sealey Yankee 10-ton axle stand

4509 +VAT 4 SGS 3-ton black axle stands

4510 +VAT 4 SGS 3-ton black axle stands

4511 Goliath Model 5R sheet cutting guillotine

4512 Drive mobility walking aid

4513 +VAT Portable Air Cushion quick lift vehicle jack

4514 +VAT Sealey Hot and Cold pressure washer 
Model PW200HW

4515 +VAT ValueGE Model VETT01A tyre changing 
machine

4516 +VAT ValueGE wheel balancing machine Model 
VGWV01

4517 +VAT Bay of van racking with assorted tools inc. 
extension leads, Stanley knife, ratchet straps 
etc.

4518 +VAT Silverline 3-drawer filing cabinet with 
assorted wheel-balancing weights and 
equipment

4519 +VAT Large Clarke parts washer

4520 +VAT Metal cabinet with assorted tools inc, PCL 
Airforce MK4, quantity of penetrating oil, etc.

4521 +VAT 5 assorted heavy duty automotive durable 
long life batteries

4522 +VAT 4 assorted car and motorbike batteries

4523 Sealey 12v rechargeable pressure washer in 
box

4524 Briefcase containing assorted PAT testing items

4525 BMW 12V car battery

4526 Festool fast fix model no TS55EBQ circular saw

4527 Katsu portable bench drilling machine

4528 Honda EU Inverta 10Z portable generator

4529 110v 4 way extension outlet

4530 +VAT 4 boxes of through bolts 1 magnusson 
brick laying and plastering set

4531 Belle mini pave block splitter

4532 +VAT 2 jockey trailer wheels

4533 Underbay of assorted car parts to include filters, 
belts, wing mirrors, etc

4534 Under bay of assorted items to include Wolf 
Sapphire circular saw, Bostic general purpose 
mortar, light fittings, etc

4535 Vintage wooden trunk

4536 Stanley 1.5HP 24L 8 bar electric air compressor

4537 2 steam team wallpaper strippers

4538 Jazzy Prid electric wheelchair - no charger

4539 An assortment of cordless Makita tools to 
include circular saw, drills, impacts, radio and 
empty Makita case, together with approx. 10 
batteries

4540 2 heavy duty chains

4541 Hitachi electric circular saw

4542 Ferm FSM-200 double ended grinder 240v

4543 Cordless Makita drill with 1 battery, no charger 
and a 110v 25m extension lead

4544 +VAT Laser level and laser tool kit

4545 +VAT Industrial crane chain attachment

4546 +VAT Double ended grinder 240v

4547 +VAT Chain block and tackle, plus a tray of 
assorted hand tooling, to include spanners, 
clamps, hammers etc.

4548 +VAT Air hydraulic bottle jack

4549 +VAT 20 tonne manual bottle jack

4550 +VAT Air hydraulic bottle jack

4551 +VAT Vevor 20 tonne air hydraulic bottle jack

4552 +VAT DHC battery load/charging tester

4553 +VAT 110v transformer

4554 +VAT Compressor air hose

4555 +VAT 2 tyre tread regroovers

4556 +VAT Vevor triple bag air jack, max load 3 tonne

4557 +VAT Triple bag air jack max capacity 3 tonne

4558 +VAT Multi cell car battery
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4559 +VAT 1 sledge hammer and 3 jimmy bars

4560 +VAT Manual bottle jack

4561 +VAT Manual bottle jack

4562 +VAT Air hydraulic exhaust pipe expander 
stretcher

4563 Wooden mallet

4564 Crow bar

4565 +VAT Air hydraulic exhaust pipe expander 
stretcher

4566 +VAT Air hydraulic exhaust pipe expander 
stretcher

4567 +VAT Air bead bazoka 61

4568 +VAT Pneumatic heavy duty air powered impact 
wrench

4569 +VAT Pneumatic heavy duty air powered impact 
wrench

4570 +VAT Pneumatic heavy duty air powered impact 
wrench

4571 +VAT 2 small air powered impact wrenches, 
Titan electric angle grinder and a battery 
powered torch, no battery

4572 +VAT Draper 6V/12V battery charger

4573 +VAT Pneumatic heavy duty air powered impact 
wrench

4574 +VAT 20 tonne pneumatic hydraulic bottle jack

4575 +VAT 20 tonne pneumatic hydraulic bottle jack

4576 +VAT Compressor air hoses with an assortment 
of air tools

4577 2 boxes containing an assortment of tools to 
include files, chisels, screwdrivers, etc

4578 Electric angle grinder

4579 3 vintage pressure gauges

4580 Electric Makita fan

4581 An assortment of power tools to include angle 
grinders, electric planers, jigsaws, etc

4582 Snap on red tool box

4583 Power DRI professional de humidifier

4584 Dewalt cordless drill with charger and 2 
batteries, drill bit set and a router bit set

4585 Industrial chain and pulley

4586 3 empty Makita tool boxes

4587 2 tool boxes with an assortment of tooling and 1 
bag of light fixings

4588 +VAT An assortment of tooling to include 
screwdrivers, tyre wheel weight pliers, etc

4589 Box containing an assortment of tooling to 
include chisels, saws, etc

4590 2 plastic crates containing an assortment of 
tools to include bolt croppers, socket sets, tap 
and die sets, etc

4591 +VAT Large under bay of assorted tools and car 
fixings

4592 Sealey 18v cordless grease gun with battery and 
charger

4593 Henry pneumatic hoover

4594 Fibre glass wire cable running puller

4595 Small plastic tub containing an assortment of 
tyres

4596 Bosch electric angle grinder with an assortment 
of Makita tool belts and 1 road measurer

4597 Box containing an assortment of Osram and 
Tungsram valves, etc

4598 Elite tech auto jump starter air compressor with 
an assortment of lighting

4660 Atco 280w electric tree pruner

4666 Castrol grease barrel

4667 +VAT 3 boxes containing 28 day half mask 
A1P2 filters

4668 +VAT 3 boxes containing 28 day half mask 
A1P2 filters

4669 +VAT 3 boxes containing 28 day half mask 
A1P2 filters

4670 +VAT 3 boxes containing 28 day half mask 
A1P2 filters

4671 +VAT 3 boxes containing 28 day half mask 
A1P2 filters

4672 +VAT 3 boxes containing 28 day half mask 
A1P2 filters

4673 +VAT 3 boxes containing 28 day half mask 
A1P2 filters

4674 +VAT 3 boxes containing 28 day half mask 
A1P2 filters

4675 +VAT 3 boxes containing 28 day half mask 
A1P2 filters

4676 +VAT 3 boxes containing 28 day half mask 
A1P2 filters

4677 +VAT 3 boxes containing 28 day half mask 
A1P2 filters
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4678 +VAT 3 boxes containing 28 day half mask 
A1P2 filters

4679 Assortment of vintage oil cans

4680 3 assorted roof top beacon lights

4681 2 security flood lights

4682 Vintage paraffin weed burner

4683 Honda 2.3 outboard motor

4684 Box containing 23 tyre gauges

4685 +VAT Bag containing an assortment of trials 
bike panels

4686 Westco cordless rotary sander

4687 Westco cordless rotary sander

4688 +VAT 4 Bonnaire 12v tyre inflators

4689 +VAT Green Works pro charging station with 1 
60v lithium battery

4690 Steering pump

4691 +VAT Master press and pull sleeve kit

4692 Hilti DX5 full automatic powder actuated 
fastening nail gun with crow bar

4693 +VAT Dewalt socket set

4694 Approx, 34 piece router set

4695 4 Engindot tool boxes to include allen keys, 
screwdrivers, pliers, etc

4696 4 Engindot tool boxes to include allen keys, 
screwdrivers, pliers, etc

4697 Vintage blow lamp

4698 Wesco cordless rotary sander and 1 Wesco 201 
piece drill and driving accessory set

4699 Wesco lithium iron cordless impact driver

4700 Wesco lithium iron cordless impact driver

4701 Wesco lithium iron cordless impact driver

4702 Wesco lithium iron cordless impact driver

4703 Wesco lithium iron cordless impact driver

4704 Wesco lithium iron cordless impact driver

4705 An assortment of power tools to include circular 
saws, sanders, drills angle grinders and recip 
saw

4706 +VAT Dewalt 18v XR brushless impact driver 
with 2 batteries and charger

4707 Qty of electrical testing devices

4708 Makita KP0810 electrical planer

4709 Makita impact wrench with Makita drill bit set

4710 +VAT 1 large torque wrench and 1 Qurbar 
professional torque wrench with assorted torque 
bits

4711 2 Lie-nielsen planes, a Veritas miniature low 
angle block plane, Veritas miniature marking 
gauges and Veritas Ciseaux Abois miniatures 
and a corner chisel, etc

4712 +VAT Wolf Garten lopper attachment

4713 +VAT Hive EV charger

4714 +VAT Gear lab reconditioned gear box

4715 An assortment of pipe bending equipment

4716 14 Honda silicon hose kits

4717 27 KTM silicon hose kits

4718 19 Kawasaki silicon hose kits

4719 16 thermostats plus hose kits

4720 28 Suzuki silicon hose kits

4721 11 Yamaha silicon hose kits

4722 Pine trunk to include 1 palm sander, a hand held 
steam cleaner, and an Alba CD radio cassette

4723 +VAT 3 Wurth 3 tonne jack stands

4724 +VAT 3 Sealey 6 tonne capacity axle stands

4725 +VAT Approx. 24 plastic linbins with assorted 
plumbing fixings etc.

4726 Makita SDS drill with 2 batteries and charger

4727 5-piece Professional air tool kit

4728 +VAT 5 solar garden lanterns

4729 9-piece Diamond Helix Core drill bit set

4730 110V Makita drill

4731 Martindale electric Easy Pat 1600 portable 
appliance tester

4732 Duke & Winch electric 550kg winch

4733 JEI mag drill 240V

4734 2 boxes containing tooling inc. spanners, allen 
keys, wrenches, socket sets, hammers etc.

4735 Box containing assorted saws

4736 +VAT Assorted items inc. 25m extension lead, 3 
cans of Simonz back to black tyre and trim, 
measuring tapes etc.

4737 3 glass splashbacks (745x595x6mm)

4738 +VAT 2 boxes of Arctrode Weldstar electrodes
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4739 Assorted Hine Quality headlights

4740 Crate containing hand drills

4741 Makita LS1040 mitre saw

4742 +VAT Box containing safety gloves, box of 
Wurth brake cleaner

4743 P Performance 1020 router and Diamond wheel 
tile cutter

4744 Assorted Golden Select glass and stone mosaic 
wall tiles

4745 Approx. 10 boxes of safety goggles (10 per 
pack)

4746 Box containing assorted vintage car and 
motorbike parts

4747 +VAT Karcher VW6 window vac

4748 +VAT Karcher K5 High pressure washer

4749 +VAT Bosch Advance Aquatec 140 pressure 
washer with patio cleaning head

4750 +VAT Bosch Advance Aquatec 140 pressure 
washer with patio cleaning head

4751 Delta Jet Pro 1200 100-bar pressure washer

4752 Small electric pressure washer

4753 +VAT Wilkes RX490 electric pressure washer

4754 Underbay of items inc. hinges, nails, lights, bird 
feeder etc.

4755 Large hose and assorted cabling

4756 +VAT Box containing large quantity of cable ties

4757 3 boxes of assorted PPE

4758 Nuvac vacuum

4759 Rear paddock stand and a front paddock stand

4760 +VAT 2 packs of laminate flooring

4761 Assorted car parts inc. brake discs, seat covers 
etc.

4762 Assorted engineering equipment inc. tap and die 
set, spirit levels etc.

4763 Jointmaster jig, Record plane, fluorescent 
lantern and a socket set

4764 Elektra Beckum electric mitre saw

4765 Stanley Air stapler, wall socket cutter set, Makita 
disc blade, and Titan SDS drill

4766 Black & Decker Wizard rotary tool with router bit 
set

4767 Superguard Ultrapro car cleaning kit

4768 Zinet rotary hammer drill

4769 Black & Decker cordless chainsaw with charger, 
no battery

4770 +VAT JCB Job Sitemaster pressure washer

4771 +VAT Challenge 1400W pressure washer

4772 Assorted handles, locks, etc.

4773 +VAT Electric motor with right angle gearbox

4774 Self-priming diesel pump

4775 2 toolboxes containing wall fixings and RND 
head bolts

4776 4 boxes of assorted light bulbs, switches etc.

4777 Evolution Rage 3-DP multi-purpose double 
bevel sliding compound mitre saw

4778 Box containing assorted PPE

4779 Vitrex tile cutter 600mm

4780 Assorted pram wheels

4781 Dewalt 240V router with 110V transformer

4782 Vitrex electric mortar mixer

4783 Makita 240V belt sander

4784 +VAT Box containing large quantity of seat belt 
trapping

4785 Assorted tools inc. hand drills, Black & Decker 
sander, hatchet, saws, files etc.

4786 Assorted jackhammer attachments

4787 Stanley electric Turbo fan heater

4788 +VAT Large Meaco air purifier

4789 +VAT Clarke air fan

4790 Underbay of assorted car parts inc. tail lights, 
mud flaps, engine covers, fans etc.

4791 Large double underbay of cable

4792 Underbay of assorted items inc. clamps, heavy 
duty drill bits. sockets, nails, etc.

4793 Assorted cables, sockets, light fixings etc.

4794 6 tubs of assorted nails, bolts and fixings

4795 2 x 100V site lamps

4796 Kreg deck rig, assorted Bulldog abrasive cutting 
discs, Erbauer diamond drill bit and a laser level 
on tripod

4797 +VAT 2 rolls of copper cable, 2 battery chargers, 
Truemeter road measuring device and 1m cable 
protector speed bump

4798 4 Wilks USA pressure washers

4799 +VAT Toolmaster foldup sack barrow
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4800 +VAT Toolmaster foldup sack barrow

4801 +VAT Meaco Cool portable aircon unit

4802 +VAT Meaco Cool portable aircon unit

4803 Meaco Cool MC Series portable aircon unit

4804 Meaco Cool MC Series portable aircon unit

4805 +VAT Delonghi Pinguino 4x4 portable aircon 
unit with heat pump

4806 +VAT Woods portable aircon unit

4807 +VAT Winix 0SE air purifier with plasma wave

4808 Large assortment of joist hangers

4809 +VAT 3 packs of LED utility lights

4810 2 Europa metal clad 3-way split load consumer 
units

4811 5 boxes of Ansell Disco Evo 2 bulkhead lights

4812 Approx. 6 boxes of LED CCT ceiling/wall lights

4813 3 boxes of Ansell Helder LED lighting, 3 boxes 
of Astro Mini bulkhead lighting and 3 boxes of 
LED CCT ceiling/wall lights

4814 Assortment of exterior lighting

4815 Large quantity of 4 Lite Moss IP65 fire rated 
downlights

4816 Approx. 10 boxes of nitrile gloves

4817 3 rubber floor mats

4818 Half shelf containing tubs of Bond It exterior pre-
grit, mixable flooring adhesive, silicon tubes etc.

4819 Arlec portable air con

4820 +VAT Winix Zero air purifier

4821 Large assortment of Vista housing ties, and 
assorted DPC damp proofing rolls

4822 +VAT 7 Delonghi radiators

4823 Quartz heater

4824 +VAT Woods dehumidifier

4825 +VAT Meaco air purifier

4826 Car exhaust system

4827 13 GOK tank extraction kits

4828 Genny radio detection unit in bag

4829 4 plastic square tubs and 2 foldup seats

4830 Box containing woodworking tools inc. planes, 
drill bits etc.

4831 Assorted tools inc. angle grinders, socket sets, 
impacter etc.

4832 +VAT Car spares including filters, auto heater 
fan, head bolt set, water cooling radiator, 
bearings, spark plugs, wheel nuts etc

4833 +VAT Adhesives, Caulk, Sealant, Silicone, 
pointing mortar etc

4834 +VAT CV joint, spring pressure regulator, 
bearing puller, air pump, throttle body, mobile 
phone holders, LED flash lights etc

4835 Approx. 6 assorted sash cramps

4836 Assorted items inc. Erbauer core drill set, cable 
ties, satellite finder, etc.

4837 4 large plastic totes containing ratchet straps, 
fixings and tools

4838 Box of Oyster veneers

4839 +VAT RTech DC Tig welder Model Tig 200D

5001 Victorian writing slope

5002 2 Edwardian music cabinets

5003 Tiffany style table lamp with figure to column

5004 Royal Doulton brown and blue glazed vase

5005 4 boxed Yamaha Ducati and other motorbikes

5006 Collection of miniature Royal Doulton ladies

5007 Basil Matthews bison figure with calf

5008 Mahjong set

5009 2 shell-shaped teapots plus blue and white Delft 
vase

5010 Vintage threadbear

5011 Beaded Zulu doll

5012 Beswick figure of a horse

5013 Vintage YTI mantel clock

5014 Royal Doulton fruit bowl with garden pattern

5015 Reconstituted stone figure of an owl on a branch

5016 Elephant and floral patterned plant stand

5017 Edwardian mahogany double door cupboard 
with 4 drawers under

5018 4 x modern Japanese Shibayama panels plus a 
circular plate

5019 Victorian mahogany bow fronted chest of 4 
drawers

5020 4 x Florence lady figures

5021 1920's oak single drawer desk with carved panel

5022 Edwardian bijouterie table

5023 3 x modern Egyptian vases and a bowl
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5024 2 x religious plaster panels after Salvatore 
Marchi

5025 Treasure Island decorated Arthur Wood vase

5026 +VAT Modern floral patterned Chinese vase with 
dragon shaped handles

5027 Peacock decorated Indian tray plus 3 
rectangular mirrors

5028 Quantity of embroideries and paintings to 
include still life with flowers

5029 Vintage 'The Star' enamelled sign

5030 Vintage Gilbey's Wine enamelled sign

5031 Faux pine table with 4 matching side tables

5032 Vintage Sunlight Soap enamelled sign

5033 Large watercolour - Welsh village in the valleys

5034 Ferguson System enamelled sign

5035 Pair of conservatory 2 seater sofas plus a 
matching coffee table and armchair

5036 Grey fabric 4 seater sofa with scatter cushions

5037 Bag containing silver fabric curtains

5038 Grey tartan fabric wing back 2 seater sofa

5039 Grey tartan fabric wing back 2 seater sofa

5040 Olive green 2 seater fabric sofa

5041 Large mirror in pewter effect frame

5042 Beige leather effect 2 seater sofa with exposed 
frame and matching armchair

5043 Maroon leather effect 3 seater sofa with 
exposed frame and matching armchair

5044 Large dark wood dining table plus 10 matching 
chairs

5045 2 seater leather effect seat with diamond 
stitching

5046 2 seater leather effect seat with diamond 
stitching

5047 +VAT (1) Overmantel in gold painted frame

5048 Suede effect 2 seater settee

5049 Resin figure of a reclining tiger

5050 Edwardian double door mahogany cupboard

5051 Pair of mother of pearl and bone inlaid Chinese 
chairs

5052 3 panelled dressing table mirror in gold frame

5053 After William Lionel Wyllie (1851-1931), 
'Shipping on the Mersey', 
unsigned, inscribed in pencil, 
etching, 
image 11.5 x 27 cm 
£10-20

5054 Attributed to William Gay (1830-1880), 
Sailing vessels on a calm sea, 
unsigned, 
watercolour, 
19 x 28 cm 
£20-30

5055 Lorraine Abraham oil on canvas - Portrait of a 
lady

5056 3 x prints - horse at ford, lady and stream plus a 
country garden

5057 Bevelled oval mirror, Spanish watercolour with a 
villa, plus a print still life with roses

5058 Print of reclining cat, townscape plus hunting 
prints

5059 Quantity of botanical prints plus still life with 
roses

5060 City of Glasgow coat of arms

5061 2 x modern oils on canvas - the seashore plus 
rural watercolours and prints of highland cattle

5062 Metamec sunburst clock

5063 Oleograph - girl with kitten

5064 2 modern Chinese panels, portrait of married 
couple plus a picture frame

5065 Modern Bedford millennium sampler

5066 Narrow rectangular bevelled mirror in carved 
frame

5067 Oil on canvas - frog on lily pads plus prints to 
include street scenes, an abstract in red plus 
vintage cars

5068 Loose map plus an urban engraving and framed 
and glazed map of Norfolk

5069 Opium pipe in case

5070 1950's mirror with painted detail

5071 2 modern Egyptian prints of Pharaoh's

5072 Modern oil on canvas - fishing boats at anchor

5073 2 x Norman Parkinson photographic prints plus 
a Lowry print

5074 2 x framed and glazed prints - The Sea Battle

5075 Lorraine Abraham oil on canvas - study of a 
man, tribute to the Epsom RDA
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5076 Oval mirror in carved wooden frame

5077 Limited edition print of HMS Warrior

5078 Watercolour - farm buildings plus 4 kittens and 
print of beached boats

5079 Limited edition coastal print - rowing boats in 
estuary

5080 Oil on canvas - the sea battle

5081 Siderly oil on board - the musician

5082 Print of Ely town from the river

5083 Modern oil on board - still life with fruit and 
vegetables

5084 Quantity of Lorraine Abraham oils on canvas 
plus a study of a lady, plus a Peter Evans rural 
pastel

5085 Watercolour - stream with trees

5086 2 rectangular bevelled mirrors

5087 Prints of monkeys and an eagle plus a barn owl, 
embroidery and Vancian canal

5088 Table lamp with natural wood column

5089 Carved natural wood plant stand

5090 Folding Edwardian 3 tier cake stand

5091 Contemporary oak sideboard 2 drawers over 2 
doors

5092 Contemporary oak sideboard 2 drawers over 2 
doors

5093 Edwardian piano stool with hinged embroidered 
seat

5094 Small table top apprentice style cabinet

5095 Weight driven wall clock

5096 Quantity of Edinburgh and other crystal plus 
Portmeirion plates, Paragon china, Carlton Ware 
plus Arthur Price cutlery sets

5097 Contemporary oak coffee table with drawers and 
shelf under

5098 Large quantity of Royal Doulton Tapestry 
patterned crockery

5099 Modern pine kitchen table

5100 Plywood 5 drawer table top filing cabinet

5101 2 tabletop display cabinets

5102 Chinese inspired double door cupboard

5103 Dark oak bureau with moulded detail

5104 Tambour fronted filing cabinet

5105 Contemporary bijouterie table

5106 Oak telephone seat

5107 Converted carboy table lamp

5108 Edwardian music cabinet

5109 Box containing commemorative mugs and 
plates

5110 Indian brass tray table with folding base

5111 Circular glazed 2-tier dinner table

5112 Swivel typist's chair

5113 Beech towel airer

5114 Tractor seat chair

5115 Oak barrel plant stand

5116 Riley billiard scoring board

5117 Contemporary pine open bookcase

5118 Contemporary pine narrow chest of 3 drawers

5119 Quantity of collector plates inc. snow leopard, 
country scenes, kingfisher, garden birds and 
children

5120 Libra glazed double door display cabinet with 
drawers over

5121 Pair of kitchen basket cabinets and CD rack

5122 Nest of 3 metal and glazed tables

5123 Edwardian bureau with 4 drawers under

5124 Silver plated meat cover plus a bon bon dish

5125 G-Plan 3-drawer bedside cabinet

5126 Chesterfield footstool

5127 Kidney shaped walnut dressing table

5128 Brass finished ceiling light with droplets

5129 Octagonal Edwardian sidetable with second tier

5130 Tabletop display cabinet with quantity of 
bayonets, machete, and cavalry swords

5132 Violin shaped and cherub patterned Italian table 
lamp and figure of a clown

5133 Grey painted dining table plus 3 bar-back chairs

5134 Suzy Cooper coffee service

5135 Tiffany style table lamp

5136 Subbuteo and cricket game

5137 5 boxed modern porcelain dolls

5138 Georgian 3-tier washstand
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5139 Box containing hip flasks, whiskey bottles, loose 
cutlery and ale mugs

5140 Box containing coasters, bon bon, and bacon 
dishes

5141 Victorian extending dining table and 8 chairs inc. 
2 carvers

5142 Jaques croquet set

5143 2 hand bells and one other bell

5144 5 modern porcelain dolls

5145 2 boxes containing European and other 
porcelain figures

5146 White painted open bookcase

5147 4 glass dishes and vases

5148 White painted double door cupboard

5149 Box containing silver plated bacon dishes and 
other tableware

5150 Georgian foldover card table

5151 1920s bureau with 3 drawers under

5152 Chinese blue and white table lamp with pleated 
shade

5153 Modern oak court cupboard

5154 Circular table with 2 wicker chairs and Lloyd 
Loom style laundry basket

5155 Pair of pine 3-drawer bedside cabinets

5156 Pair of carved Edwardian dining chairs with 
upholstered seats

5157 Edwardian Sutherland table

5158 Box containing horse brasses

5159 Modern pine sideboard with 2 drawers over 2 
doors

5160 Tabletop with 6 boxes inc. loose cutlery, 
ornamental figures, stainless steel dinnerware, 
toaster and glassware

5161 Darkwood table with adjustable metal supports

5162 Pair of wooden table lamps with shades

5163 Pair of brushed metal table lamps with shades

5164 Square faux marble coffee table with metal 
supports

5165 Small white painted 2-drawer bedside cabinet

5166 Janome electric sewing machine

5167 Victorian oak hall chair plus a reproduction 
coffee table on ball and claw supports

5168 Edwardian 4-door cupboard

5169 3 Edwardian sidetables, 2-tier plant stand, plus 
tripod table

5170 6 modern boxed dolls

5171 Georgian bow-fronted desk with cross banding 
and drawers under

5172 Box containing 3 vintage dolls

5173 Reproduction mahogany double-door 
entertainment unit

5174 Large quantity of Denby Dauphine patterned 
crockery

5175 Georgian mahogany dining table in 2 sections

5176 Pair of pink upholstered armchairs with carved 
frames

5177 Edwardian piano stool with hinged seat

5178 Modern pine TV stand

5179 Quantity of brass, wooden, and other table 
lamps with some shades

5180 Pine blanket box

5181 Victorian mahogany pot cupboard

5182 Victorian dropside table with 2 drawers to side

5183 Boxed 96-bottle wine rack

5184 Box containing candlesticks with cherubs and 
other figures to column

5185 Contemporary oak multi-drawer sideboard

5186 2 boxes with large quantity of Japanese floral 
patterned crockery

5187 Box containing Meccano pieces and toys

5188 Box containing quantity of floral patterned 
Empire crockery

5189 Mahogany tripod breakfast table

5190 Box containing treen inc. stands, inlaid tea 
caddy, plus Georgian brass tavern honesty box

5191 Contemporary oak nest of 3 tables

5192 +VAT Adjustable stool

5193 Pair of Thonet style cafe chairs

5194 (c) Balouchi mat

5195 Contemporary floral patterned daybed

5196 Child's tin push along car and horse

5197 Georgian oak tripod tilting table

5198 Dome topped Chinese mantle clock

5199 Oak barley twist 2-tier dropside table
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5200 4 upholstered oak dining chairs

5201 Two rolled carpet runners

5202 Upholstered two seater Victorian sofa

5203 Oak kitchen block work table on stand

5204 Upholstered stool plus a cherry finished two tier 
coffee table

5206 Edwardian extending dining table plus seven 
chairs

5207 Box containing soft children's toys

5208 Contemporary oak TV stand

5209 Reproduction mahogany two drawer side table

5210 Box containing pressed glass plus 
commemorative mugs and wine glasses

5211 Vintage Imperial travelling typewriter

5212 Aviator style two drawer bedside cabinet

5213 Stack of loose empire maps and impressionist 
prints

5214 Two hats in boxes

5215 Modern Chinese floral patterned lamp plus a 
crackle glazed lamp

5216 Pair of moulded plastic chairs plus a box 
containing glassware, wine glasses, 
commemorative ware and ornamental figures

5217 Stained beech refectory style table

5218 Table with chessboard surface and pieces

5219 Quantity of Edwardian and other dining chairs 
(five in total)

5220 Dressing table with adjustable mirror

5221 Leather hat box with silk hat

5222 Upholstered Victorian three seater sofa

5223 Follower of Thomas Sidney Cooper, 
Two donkeys by a thatch, 
unsigned, 
sepia watercolour, 
11.5 x 36.5 cm, together with a pair of hunting 
engravings (3) 
£30-50

5224 Two pastel drawings - lake with mountains plus 
thatched cottage

5225 Grey corner suite in 6 sections to include a 
footstool

5226 +VAT Two mottled and burnt orange 
contemporary carpets

5227 Upholstered Edwardian bedroom chair

5228 Two dome topped oak mantel clocks

5229 Teak bookcase with glazed sliding doors and 2 
drawers under

5230 Pair of silk embroidered Chinese panels

5231 Pair of kitchen scales plus meat mincer

5232 Vintage faux crocodile skin case

5233 Beech single drawer side table

5234 Large walnut effect dining table purported to be 
a Ralph Lauren design

5236 Box containing silver plated goblets, bowls, 
cocktail shaker and hot water jug

5237 Ten striped and tartan fabric dining chairs

5238 Vintage Bush gramophone

5239 +VAT Resin figure of an elephant

5240 Bag containing vinyl records

5241 Canvas and wooden folding campaign bed

5242 Four upholstered Georgian dining chairs

5243 Pair of Edwardian carver chairs with drop in 
seats

5244 Jaques crocket set

5245 Modern pine bureau with three drawers under

5246 (1) 2x3m red floral carpet

5247 Quantity of artists canvases

5248 Floral patterned with ivory background

5249 +VAT Quantity of loose posters

5250 Two floral patterned and multi coloured carpet 
runners

5251 Modern pine single door corner cupboard

5252 Two brass stick stands

5253 Quantity of souvenir spoons with racks

5254 Beech sewing box, two drawer bedside cabinet 
plus an oval side table

5256 3 dome-topped mantle clocks

5257 (1) 5 oak octagonal side tables

5258 Upholstered footstool, magazine rack plus a 
Lloyd Loom style ottoman and a wooden tray

5259 Modern stone globe

5260 Victorian mahogany drop side table

5261 Wicker picnic basket with a quantity of vintage 
dolls
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5262 Marble effect chest of two drawers

5263 Writing desk with cupboard and drawer to the 
side

5264 Grey painted two drawer bedside cabinet

5265 Child's writing desk with chair

5266 Oak veneer sewing box

5267 Pair of brushed metal adjustable floor lamps

5268 Child's rocking horse

5269 Nathan corner unit in six sections plus a 
telephone seat

5270 Metal uplighter with glass shade

5271 Teak extending dining table plus four chairs

5272 Box containing a quantity of pewterware to 
include ashtrays, jugs and bowls

5273 Two ammunition boxes plus spent cartridges

5274 Floral patterned washstand jug and bowl

5276 Box containing a quantity of Portmeirion 
crockery

5277 Box containing a collection of teapots

5278 Metal and suede effect swivel bar stool

5279 Contemporary single drawer cabinet with shelf 
under

5280 Black painted single drawer bedside cabinet 
plus one other in blue

5281 Faux pine sideboard with shelf and cupboards 
under

5282 Green painted hanging shelf with coat hooks 
under

5283 Contemporary pine effect dressing table with 
five drawers

5284 Carved Victorian footstool with embroidered 
drop in seat

5285 Pair of chrome swivel bar stools

5286 Brass and cast iron fire curb

5287 Victorian prayer chair

5288 +VAT Seven metal and pine wine racks

5289 Quantity of bedroom furniture to include a 
double wardrobe, three bedside cabinets plus a 
narrow chest of six drawers

5290 Pair of chromed swivel bar stools

5291 Teak nest of two tables

5292 Teak 1960s sideboard with three central 
drawers

5293 Box containing vinyl records

5294 Circular onyx side table with brass support

5295 Rustic pine sideboard with drawers and 
cupboard under

5296 Large studio pottery vase, carved figure plus two 
cut glass vases

5297 Oak students bureau

5298 Pair of elm seated dining chairs

5299 Tile topped coffee table

5300 Four folding pine garden chairs

5301 Wooden shotgun case

5302 Oak window seat with carved panels

5303 Embroidered Victorian prayer chair

5304 Stressless style swivel armchair with matching 
footstool

5305 Stressless style swivel armchair with matching 
footstool

5306 5 pieces of bedroom furniture to include 4 
cabinets, dressing table and 2 x 3 panelled 
mirrors

5307 5 x striped and chocolate coloured carpets

5308 Miniature table top carpet loom

5309 Georgian mahogany tilting toilet mirror

5310 1950's pot cupboard on cabriole supports

5311 (4) Oil on canvas painting - still life with fruit 
(damaged)

5312 +VAT Boxed lamp table

5313 3 modern oils on board - Chinese junks

5314 1950's bevelled mirror with painted detail

5316 3 Victorian and later mirrors plus an engraving of 
a young man

5317 Victorian music stand with woodworm damage

5318 2 rectangular mirrors

5319 Dome topped mirror plus a 1950's bevelled 
mirror

5320 Mahogany long case clock

5321 Wall clock in oak case

5322 Quantity of modern oils to include winter scene, 
sailing ship at sea, woodland plus a 
photographic urban print and a carved wooden 
panel

5323 Ornamental circular shield with 2 axes
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5324 1950's bevelled mirror with painted detail

5325 Single door hanging cabinet plus 2 mirrors

5326 Modern poppy oleograph

5327 2 multi coloured woollen carpets

5328 Painted pine double wardrobe with drawer under

5329 Dark wood double wardrobe with multi-drawers 
under

5330 Painted pine double wardrobe with drawer under

5331 6 boxes containing large quantity of ornamental 
figures plus pigs and Coalport crockery

5332 Pine open bookcase

5333 Teak 1960's sideboard

5334 Silver box containing silver plate to include 
goblets, trays, dishes and teapots

5335 Box containing commemorative mugs and other 
crockery

5336 Upholstered oak armchair

5337 +VAT Starburst effect ceiling light

5338 +VAT Pallet with a large quantity of furniture 
parts

5339 Large blue and red carpet plus a Chinese mat 
and one other carpet runner

5340 Brown leather 3 seater sofa with cushions

5341 Ercol lamp table with single drawer and shelf 
under

5342 Ercol magazine rack

5343 Ercol side table with second tier and drawer 
under

5344 Ercol sideboard

5345 Ercol dresser

5346 Glazed Ercol double door corner unit

5347 Stripped pine toilet mirror

5348 Box containing three horse racing related prints

5349 Contemporary pine chest of 4 drawers

5350 Large union flag

5351 Teak double wardrobe

5352 Victorian bureau bookcase

5353 Edwardian chest with cupboard over

5354 Pine kitchen cupboard in 2 sections

5355 Pair of serpentine fronted reproduction yew 4 
drawer cabinets

5356 Oak refectory table

5357 Vienna style wall clock

5358 Art Deco style upholstered tub chair

5359 Box containing commemorative mugs, pewter 
and other goblets plus prints and ephemera

5360 Childs rocking horse

5361 7 drawer coin collectors cabinet

5362 Contemporary painted fall front bureau with 
cupboard under

5363 Vintage telephone plus a rolled map of the 
Netherlands

5364 Teak 1960's sideboard

5365 Box containing commemorative ephemera and 
mugs

5366 Quantity of prints to include The Cries of 
London, snowy scene plus picture frames

5367 Oak barley twist drop side table

5368 Cream painted entertainment unit

5369 Saxony coffee service

5370 Modern pine dresser base 
£20-30

5371 Folding z-bed

5372 +VAT Grey painted sideboard with drawers 
shells and cupboards under

5373 Ornamental firearm with coat hooks

5374 Glazed metal 4 tier display stand

5375 Glazed metal 4 tier display stand

5376 Grey painted single door cupboard

5377 Wrought iron floor lamp plus a 3 branch 
candlestick

5378 Faux pine entertainment unit

5379 2 vintage Soda Stream machines plus an 
enamelled bucket and roasting pan

5380 Victorian tripod table

5381 Teak extending dining table plus 4 chairs

5382 Bush radio

5383 Tin storage trunk

5384 Box containing a quantity of books to include 
The Natural History of British Butterflies

5386 Faux pine display stand with drawer under

5387 Faux pine 4 door cupboard
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5388 Wicker picnic basket with contents

5389 Oak double door wardrobe

5390 Reproduction mahogany open bookcase

5391 Glazed kitchen dresser with tiled back

5392 3 multi coloured carpets

5393 Modern pine corner unit

5394 Quantity of prints to include portrait of a lady, 
botanical pictures and a rural scene

5395 +VAT 4 grey and multi coloured carpets

5396 Victorian 3 panelled overmantel

5397 +VAT Box containing furniture parts

5398 4ft bedstead

5399 2 pine framed mirrors plus 2 bergère 
headboards

5400 2 artists easels

5401 Swivel armchair

5402 1940's elm seated revolving office chair

5403 11 carved wooden signs

5404 Reproduction nest of 3 tables

5405 2 Victorian mahogany nesting tables

5406 Metal Libra multi drawer sideboard

5407 Metal Libra multi drawer sideboard

5408 Collection of modern porcelain dolls

5409 Glass model of a fish

5410 Floral patterned 3 fold room divider

5411 Quantity of prints and watercolours to include 
scene with fishermen, harbour, country scene 
with lane, a house and terrier

5412 Pair of olive green 2 seater sofas

5413 Vintage dolls pram

5414 Natural wood and pine 2 tier coffee table

5416 Ercol drop side coffee table

5417 Tub chair with exposed frame

5418 Blue fabric armchair

5419 Shell back armchair

5420 Dinky car display cabinet

5421 Dinky car display cabinet

5422 Stainless steel telescope housing

5423 Faux pine and painted display stand with 
cupboards and shelves under

5424 Mirror in bicycle tyre rim

5425 Pine futon bed with mattress

5426 Oak silver box

5427 Perspex coffee table

5428 Carved model of a hand

5429 6 modern porcelain dolls

5430 Pair of Georgian demi lune console tables

5431 Mesh spark guard plus a fire kerb

5432 Box containing stainless steel to include dishes 
and a part cruet set

5433 Brass floral patterned stick stand plus 2 
umbrellas and a shooting stick

5434 Large slate mantel clock

5435 Georgian tea caddy

5436 2 upholstered footstools

5437 Pair of kitchen scales with weights

5438 Oak sewing box with drawer under

5439 4 comical golfing prints

5440 3 modern Chinese panels plus a mirror and 
Edwardian engraving

5441 2 boxes containing Edinburgh crystal

5442 Pair of beech 2 drawer bedside cabinets with 
slide over

5443 Victorian Sutherland table

5444 Windmill teapot plus a Chinese example

5445 Oil on card - shepherd with dog in highland 
setting

5446 Oil on canvas - fishermen with country house in 
background

5447 +VAT Oil on card - Greek harbour scene with 
fishermen

5448 Box containing lamps and shades

5449 Quantity of cat prints, studies of Edwardian 
ladies plus a Japanese embroidery

5450 Bagatelle board

5451 Engraving study of an Edwardian gentleman

5452 Narrow bathroom mirror

5453 Oil on canvas - still life with fruit and jugs

5454 Military field stretcher
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5455 Narrow mirror in dark wood frame

5456 Pine champagne box plus a quantity of late 
Victorian satirical engravings

5457 4 crackle glaze and floral patterned and onyx 
table lamps

5458 4 boxes containing Royal Worcester, blue and 
white and other crockery, plus glassware

5459 Box containing a quantity of decanters and 
sherry glasses

5460 Box containing Thomas the Tank Engine 
themed crockery

5461 4 boxes containing Harvest jugs, tobacco jars, 
glassware, blue and white china and ornamental 
posies

5462 Box containing encyclopaedia and Victorian 
reference books

5463 2 bags containing a quantity of angling related 
books, biographies and novels

5464 Wash stand jug and bowl set plus lidded dishes 
and candlestick

5465 Wicker picnic basket with a quantity of boules, 
lawn bowls and skittles

5466 4 dome topped mantel clocks

5467 Singer sewing machine plus 2 flat irons

5468 4 boxes containing antique guides, art reference 
books and novels

5469 Set of brass scales

5470 Set of brass scales

5471 Cased sewing machine

5472 2 boxes containing tape cassettes

5473 Adjustable desk lamp

5474 5 Soda syphons

5476 Box containing glass vases, brass table lamp, 
decanter and pots

5477 Box containing table lamps and shades

5478 Box containing trump cards

5479 Bundle of fishing rods

5480 2 boxes containing a quantity of Portmeirion 
crockery, ornaments and general china

5481 Stack with Scalextric sets

5482 2 red and blue floral patterned carpets

5483 Box containing a quantity of French railway line 
plans

5484 2 boxes containing brassware, toast rack, 
various jugs and household china

5485 Brass magazine rack, coal scuttle, mesh spark 
guard plus footwarmers and silver plate

5486 3 boxes containing glassware, ginger jars, Imari 
china, table lamp plus brassware and sea shells

5487 Box containing track and controllers

5488 2 boxes containing children's annuals

5489 Pair of brass horse shaped fire dogs, fire 
companion, mirror and copper kettle

5490 Box containing quartz clocks, ornamental 
figures, solar powered fairy light

5491 Model Viking ship

5492 Quantity of Doulton and Waterside crockery, 
crystal decanter, sherry glasses and Royal 
Winton part tea service

5493 10 boxes containing a large quantity of aviation 
and other refence books plus novels

5494 3 wall mounted lights

5496 Quantity of Midwinter Spanish Garden patterned 
crockery plus Homespun china and a mug

5497 Cased students microscope

5498 Box containing rose patterned Magna bone 
china crockery

5499 Box containing reproduction painted metal 
advertising signs

5500 Quantity of slop buckets plus a comical figure - 
dogs playing cards

5501 2 boxes containing zither and vintage dolls

5502 Box containing 7" vinyl records

5503 Bag containing small qty of novels

5504 Box containing CD's

5505 5 boxes containing reference books and novels

5506 Stack of vinyl records

5507 7 boxes containing steam train modlar 
magazines and reference books

5508 10 boxes containing large qty of children's 
books, aviation and other reference books

5509 Box containing floral patterned crockery, plus 
glassware

5510 Underbay with 5 boxes containing childrens toy, 
ornamental figures, floral patterned crockery, 
houseware, quartz clock etc
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5511 Vintage case and box containing collector's 
plates, blue and white, and leaf patterned 
crockery together with ornamental figures and 
commemorative ware

5512 Box containing velvet fabric door stops

5513 Box containing shallc records

5514 3 boxes containing cookery books, novels and 
reference books

5515 Box containing collector dolls

5516 Slate mantle clock with columns to the side

5517 3 boxes containing quail patterned furnivals 
crockery

5518 6 mirrors in natural wood and gold painted 
frames

5519 2 boxes containing Wedgewood rose patterned 
lidded pots plus Royal Doulton cups, wine 
glasses and general china

5520 Box containing household china, to include 
vases and bowls

5521 Stack of board games

5522 2 boxes containing BBC music CD's

5523 6 stoneware flagons and storage box

5524 Slate mantle clock with columns to the side

5525 3 boxes containing Spode Chinese rose 
patterned crockery

5526 Qty of motoring maps, the Waverly novels, 
Edwardian photo album and family Bible

5527 Box containing quantity of glass vases

5528 4 bags and box containing large qty of vinyl 
records

5529 Box containing wine and sherry glasses together 
with brandy snifters

5530 Box containing photo contact reference books

5531 2 boxes containing quantity of glasses vases, 
and bowls

5532 Cased Singer sewing machine

5533 3 boxes containing Staffordshire dogs plus 
Czechoslovakian limoges crockery

5534 2 boxes containing large painted jug, plant pots 
and glassware

5535 Box containing peacock decorated copper tray, 
wine glasses and silver plate to include 
candlesticks and dishes

5536 Box containing wine glasses

5537 Box containing sewing patterns, buttons, knitting 
needles etc

5538 Box containing silver plate and other metal to 
include trench art, hand bell, candlesticks, kettle 
and resin figures

5539 2 boxes containing playworn Diecast toys

5540 7 bags containing large qty of thrillers and other 
novels

5541 Box containing pond yachts, student globe, 
Meccano set and other childrens toys

5542 Stack of bird and classical prints plus golfing 
prints

5543 +VAT Silver and grey mottled carpet

5544 5ft oak bedstead

5545 +VAT Qty of coarse fishing rods plus associated 
tackle to include hooks and lures

5546 Black painted and metal nest of 3 tables plus 
rectangular bevelled mirror

5547 Overmantle in gilt frame

5548 Engraving of Houghton Park House in 
Bedfordshire

5549 Qty of prints and painting to include coastal 
scene with boats, map plus embroidery, jockeys 
and horses, plus snowy peak and lake

5550 +VAT Hybrid rolled single bed mattress

5551 Vintage leather travelling case

5552 4ft6 mattress

5553 Pine hair chair, childs mat plus join board and 
accessories

5554 Canvas bag with lawn bowls

5555 Cased cutlery set

5556 Box containing linguistic textbooks

5557 Brass light fittings plus ceiling lights and shades

5558 Boxed crossfire action game

5559 Qty of glass laboratory flasks

5561 2 boxes containing childrens books

5562 3 nautical copper lamps

5563 Large qty of Old Country Rose patterned 
crockery

5564 Box containing Coalport Indian Tree patterned 
crockery, jasperware, flagons and ornamental 
figures

5565 Set of vintage tennis racquets and presses, plus 
vintage tennis balls
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5566 Box containing vinyl records

5567 2 boxes containing large qty of board games 
and Scalextric set

5568 Underbay with large qty of sheet music

5569 4 lawn bowls

5570 2 boxes containing vinyl records

5571 Bag with qty of wooden hangers plus 2 boxes 
containing Pewterware and household china

5572 2 boxes containing vintage goals, 
commemorative and other mugs plus glassware 
and basket

5573 5 boxes containing biographies and metal 
worker instruction books

5574 2 boxes containing brass and pewter 
candlesticks, reference books, china and 
glassware inc. decanters and wine glasses

5575 2 boxes containing wine glasses, decanters, 
books, brass candlesticks and china

5576 5-branch colonial ceiling light with 2 matching 
wall lights

5577 Box containing cups and saucers, ornamental 
figures, rotary collectors plate and household 
goods

5578 Metal wall bracket plus carved iron stick stand

5579 Boxed military Corgi plane

5580 5 boxes containing large qty of reference books 
and novels

5581 Box containing figure of Buddha, Disney and 
other ornamental characters, plus print, mirror 
and glassware

5582 3 boxes containing copper and brass oil lamps, 
shades and fittings

5583 Vintage doll

5584 Boxed wedding day hat

5585 Riccar sewing machine

5586 5 boxes containing vinyl records

5587 Qty of vintage dolls and clothing

5588 2 boxes containing rolling stock, books and 
scenery

5589 Bentwood and metal swivel and adjustable 
office chair

5590 3 moulded plastic counter chairs

5591 3 biscuit barrels

5592 Cage containing wall plaques and ornamental 
posy, jug, novelty hat

5593 Cage containing playworn Diecast cars

5594 Cage containing large qty of clutch bags

5595 Cage containing miniature cups and saucers, 
jugs, egg cups, and plates

5596 Cage containing various glass baskets and 
dishes

5597 Cage containing ornamental resin bird figures 
plus panda and whiskey jug

5598 Cage containing loose and boxed Diecast 
vehicles

5599 9 boxes containing large collection of religious 
sociology and other reference books

5600 Cage containing Suzie Cooper crockery and a 
cruet set

5601 Cage containing lusterware, transfer printed 
vases, carved wooden figures, and qty of floral 
patterned pottery jugs

5602 Cage containing character jug plus glass vases, 
lidded pots and candlestick

5603 Large qty of fly fishing tackle to include rods, 
tackle bags, reels and landing nets

5604 2 painted dining chairs

5605 Cage containing lidded pots plus various fruit 
bowls, dishes and water jug

5606 Cage containing vintage boxing gloves plus 
binoculars, copper flagon, coinage and cloth 
badge

5607 Pair of chinese style vases

5608 Cage containing costume jewellery, 
wristwatches and coinage

5609 Cage containing silver plate to include 3 piece 
tea service, 2 trays and grape scissors

5610 Cage containing Lilliput Lane and other cottages 
plus ornamental bird figures

5611 Oak carver chair with barley twist supports

5612 2 dining chairs on ball and claw supports

5613 Cage containing large qty of costume jewellery

5614 Cage containing postal scales, loose cutlery, 
silver lidded pots, notebook with silver panel, 
silver plated candlesticks, bon bon dish and 
brassware

5615 Underbay with approx. 5 floral patterned woollen 
mats
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5616 Cage containing brassware to include 
candlesticks, trivet, toasting fork, vases etc

5617 Cage containing graduated pewter measures, 
wine glasses, Dulux dog plus modern chinese 
lidded cups and ornaments

5618 Cage containing coloured glass vases and 
brandy snifters

5619 Cage containing 4 Toby and character jugs

5620 Cage containing 2 ginger jars, 2 blue and white 
Chinese lidded pots and vases

5621 Cage containing plain patterned vase, 2 temple 
dogs, graded Japanese panels and dish with 
case

5622 +VAT Modern grey carpet

5623 Cage containing Royal Worcester china plus 
meat platter, coffee cup and lidded pots

5624 Cage containing qty of Beswick and other 
horses plus cups and saucers

5625 Cage containing Midwinter coffee service

5626 4 moulded plastic and chrome armchairs

5627 Cage containing silver plated pheasants, 
teapots, mantle clock, ship in bottle and various 
vases and china

5628 Cage containing qty of jasperware

5629 Cage containing ash tray, jasperware, boxed 
and loose Diecast vehicles and ornamental hat

5630 Large floral patterned carpet

5631 Cage containing Stewart crystal, wine and 
sherry gasses

5632 Cage containing silver plate to include lidded 
dish, 3 piece tea service, salt and pepper vases 
and flask

5633 Cage containing 3 carved wooden figures, 2 
cups and saucers and 2 studio pottery vases

5634 Cage containing playworn Diecast vehicles

5635 Cage containing qty of Coalport, Royal Doulton 
and other ladies

5636 Cage containing playworn Dinky cars

5637 4 boxes containing large qty of biographies and 
novels

5638 Cage containing 6 piece cruet set, silver plated 
serving tray, decanters, sherry glasses and 
silver plated bon bon dish

5639 Cage containing boxed and loose cutlery plus 
silver mounted mirror

5640 Cage containing bird and dog figures plus bird 
patterned vases, Staffordshire dog and 
ornamental ladies

5641 Upholstered beech dining chair plus French 
style armchair

5642 Cage containing ash tray, glass vases and large 
paperweight

5643 Cage containing Coalport and other lady figures

5644 Cage containing pressed glass and 
commemorative mugs

5645 Large floral patterned carpet

5646 Cage containing figure of Buddha, resin and 
glass bird figures and music box

5647 Cage containing floral patterned jugs, plates and 
candlestick

5648 Quantity of vintage and antique Oriental/Oriental 
inspired porcelain including blue and white floral 
and carp patterns

5649 2 carved walnut chairs

5650 Cage containing modern Poole Pottery lady 
figures plus 2 others

5651 Cage containing terracotta wall plaques, 
miniature busts, Crown Derby chaffinch and 
other ornaments

5652 Cage containing large quantity of 
commemorative mugs, plates and books

5653 Under bay with 6 boxes containing reference 
books

5654 Cage containing Staffordshire, Old Country 
Rose and Wedgwood china

5655 Cage containing floral patterned cups and 
saucers, costume jewellery, thread, tape 
measure and sewing accessories

5656 Cage containing watches and costume jewellery

5657 Wicker conservatory armchair

5658 Carved wooden armchair with bergere panels

5659 2 wall hangings with cherub plus mother and 
child

5660 Cage containing wine glasses, brandy snifters, 
bowls and dishes

5661 Cage containing Royal Doulton and other figures

5662 Under bay with 6 boxes containing childrens and 
adults novels plus reference books

5663 Cage containing champagne glasses, green 
glass ash tray, over sized brandy snifter and 
green glass bottle
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5664 2 meerkat figures plus teddy bear

5665 2 stick back penny chairs

5666 Cage containing riding hat plus 2 whips

5667 Cage containing lawn tennis tape measure, 
cribbage board, pens, cards and boardgames

5668 Cage containing quail patterned Furnival 
crockery plus coasters

5669 +VAT Under bay with ornamental fairy, various 
mats and light fitting

5670 Dome top London Clock Co. quartz clock

5671 Cage containing loose cutlery sets

5672 +VAT 3 boxes and stack of chair and other 
furniture parts

5673 Small bundle of coarse fishing rods

5674 Box containing prints and watercolours to 
include botanical and rural scenes
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